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ULTRASOUND PROPAGATTON IN  r n i i  n iP A L  nisPFBCTnmg

Nigel E  Shennan

ABSTRACT

TUs tfiedi detcitbet ippaianu and tediniiiuef for making ultratooic meamcment 

in lliiida and applicatiaoa o f them to meawienientt o f ulnaaonic patameien fai 
ooOoidal dispeniom.

A  brief deacripiion o f the prapeitiei and uses of ultrasound propagaiicn in 

dispenicns is followed by an extemive review of theories which relate the 

paniodate propeiUet o f the disperrions to the measurable ultrasanic parameters, 
velocity (c) and atteniiaiion (a).

Meanm«i«e principles are outlined related to the design o f near-field measuiement 

methods and the development trffltree tedmiqiies is described. These are shown 10 
give resuhs which are bodi Ug^y telf-oonsistent and in excellent agreemem with
a ftr-field method.

Measuremeias o f a  and c for modd diqteisicnt o f glass qtberes in Newtonian 

Ihpiids are Aown to be in good agieemett with the relevant theory when particle 

polydiqtersity is taken into acooiiaa.Fbr ttructured fluids as the continuous phase, 

dieaandcdataforsuqtentionsof spheres are used to obtain the continuous 

phase viscosity (it). The a  data agree qtproximaiely with the macrosoopic vitoority, 

but the velocity data requires the introductian of a ifaearelMic term » d  the 

revision o f theory in order to obtain agreemenL 

Anenusiion as a flaiction o f bariie concentration in Newtonian liquidt was
investigated and the ultrasonic particle radius was found to be systematically larger 

than expected. TUt is attributed to particle rugosity.
Measurements o f a  and c ttiittg mt-gdUng aipwnui  trsniiniiK 

shown to agree wdl with theory when the eocenridty nd  die imeracticnt o f 
parddes are taken into aoooura. For gelling aqueous bemonite suRientions, a  and 

c were found to be time-dependent over a period o f several days followir^ 

iriitid (fitpersion. The observed increases fat both a  and c are interpreted in terms of 

a growth in gd fraction and shear moduhis, respectivdy.

The effea o f shear flow on a  and c was investigated for the above ditpeisions. 

Oianges were bardy resolvable but oonsittent with thear-degradation o f structure 
within the fluid.
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1.IHTRODOCTIOM

1.1 Review Of Ultrasound Propagation In Dlap«rslon»

When a sinusoidal longitudinal ultrasonic wave is 

launched into a flu id  (or any medium) i t  can be represented 

in the form

B - Bo exp l<)ix-wt) (eqn.1.1) 

where B is the amplitude (displacement or pressure) and the 

propagation constant It-O/c + 1 k where lO is the ultrasonic 

pulsatance, c is the longitudinal velocity  of propagation 

and u 1s the amplitude attenuation per unit distance. The 

presence of suspended particles within a flu id  medium 

changes the ultrasonic propagation conditions from those of 

the pure flu id . In the most simple form, one might visualise 

a new material which is an ideal mixture of the two phases 

with volume averaged properties; e .g . the attenuation 

changes because a volume fraction (v )  that was occupied by 

flu id , is now occupied by particles of a d ifferent 

ultrasonic attenuation. This is called an e ffec tive  medium 

approach. However there are differences between the physical 

properties of the phases that Introduce new mechanisms which 

a ffect both «  and c:

( i )  I f  there la a density difference between the phases, 

they w il l  move re la tive  to each other as they o sc illa te  in 

the ultrasonic f ie ld . Thus any received signal w ill contain 

components out of phase with the incoming or primary beam. 

I f  the flu id  is viscous, a fric tion a l force w ill act 

opposing this net in ertia l force. This w ill  damp the in it ia l 

e ffect, introducing a loss mechanism tthlch absorbs energy



fro « th« p r l««ry  beui.

As the ultrasonic pressure (or aaplitude) varies 

sinusoidally the particles and surrounding flu id  undergo a 

series of expansions and compressions, thus cooling and 

heating. I f  the thermal capacities of the phases are 

d ifferen t, their temperatures w ill change by d ifferen t 

amounts and a not irreversib le  heat flow w ill occur. This 

results in additional energy absorption from the sound wave.

( i l l )  F inally , energy w ill be scattered out of the 

primary beam by the suspended particles. This e ffec t w ill 

depend on their shape, number density and size compared with 

the sound wavelength, and the degree to which the properties 

of the phases are mismatched.

The importance of these e ffects  and their re la tive  

magnitudes for a given co llo ida l system w ill depend on the 

boundary conditions i .e .  the relevant physical properties of 

the phases, their volume fractions and the wavelength of 

ultrasound re la tive  to partic le  s ize . A number of authors 

have explored this propagation problem theoretically under 

various sets of boundary conditions. The rest of this 

section b r ie fly  describes the important cases that have been 

developed, with the specific  expressions obtained for ot and 

c being given in (^lapter 2.

A suitable starting point is the work of Urlck<1947> 

who took the simple e ffec tiv e  amdlum approach and used 

volume averaged compressibility and density to predict sound 

velocity through a co llo id  in the abeence of in ertia l, 

viscous or scattering e ffec ts . Later Urlck(1948> considered 

compressible particles osc illa ting  in a viscous suspending 

flu id using Stokes* expression for drag force. He showed



that lor aiMll spharlcal particles with radius a «  A , the 

doMinant absorption eechanlae was viscous drag between thw  

and the flu id . In agressent with earlier findings fros a 

scattering approach by Lasb(1945>. A sore rigorous approach 

based on conservation of mass, raoaientum and energy, and 

examination of a scattered wavefunction was used by Bpstein 

Carhart< 1953 ) to Introduce heat conduction bet%«een 

ligu ld  phases. Further Chow<1964) used I t  to consider the 

e ffec t of surface tension, which he found to be relevant 

only when bubbles were suspended in the flu id . Allegra and 

Hawley(1972> reviewed this procedure, extending i t  to 

include the attenuation in suspensions of solid  particles. 

From their analysis i t  is  clear that the importance of the 

various dispersion e ffec ts  depends on the ra tio  of the 

partic le  radius to the characteristic wavelength associated 

with each mechanism. These ratios lor solid  particles 

suspended in flu ids can be expressed as follows;

<i>Vlscous e ffe c t. Here the ratio  is  aBy ,

where By- >/( 71 1^  )/^ (eqn.1.2»

1 is the ultrasonic frequency, ^  and ^ are the density 

and viscosity of the flu id. By is  the reciprocal of the 

characteristic wavelength known as the viscous skin depth.

The viscous e ffe c t is  most important for frequencies such 

that aBy'l. At higher or lotrar frequencies there is leas 

»■•lative motion between the flu id  and the particle . 

(IDThermal e ffe c t. Here the ra tio  is  aB̂

where Bj- V< 71 1 ^  )/t <eqn.l.3>

and where and t are the spec ific  heat capacity at

constant pressure and thermal conductivity of the flu id .



This is also litportant only whsn sB  ̂ 1. Whsn aB^ » 1  

the wavelength oi the thermal wave la small compared to the 

partic le  radius and heat fluxes are confined to a thin 

boundary layer around i t .  When aBj «  1 the flow of heat Is

almost reversible and losses are small.

<i l l  )8catterlng. Here the ratio  is aB«

where B, - 2T( ieqn.1.4)

and where \ is the ultrasound wavelength.

The radius to wavelength ra tio  determines the appropriate 

scattering regime. For example when a < A /lO the particles 

can be considered as simple Rayleigh scatterers^ where 

attenuation due to scattering is proportional to a'*//!'*.

The above statements are lim ited to dilute suspensions 

as they deal with scattering from Isolated spheres. In other 

words the e ffects  from increasing numbers of particles are 

assumed to be additive, is  practice this holds closely only 

over a limited range of partic le  volume fraction beyond 

which multiple scattering increasingly occurs. The multiple 

®c*tterlng problem has been tackled by a number of authors 

Including Waterman and TruelK1961), Davls(1979> and 

Schwartx and JohnsonC1964). In their approach multiple 

■catterlng effects are represented by obtaining cross terms 

between the thermal and viscous scattering contributions of 

the Individual partic les. Perdlgao et al.<1967>, sim ilarly 

to Franklin and Javanaud(1985 ), modelled attenuation using 

PJ^OQresslve loss of phase coherence during propagation, for 

concentrated suspensions of partic les. They were able to 

predict values showing fa ir  agreement (within 10%) with



experimental data, when acoustic Impedance mlsaMtch between 

the phases was neglig ib le .

However, as the volume fraction of particles In a 

suspension Increases, I t  can be considered more in terms of 

a fluid-saturated porous solid. This was done by Biot(1956a 

and 1956b) who considered the oscilla tory losses due to <i ) 

fr ic tion  when re la tive  motion occurs between a viscous 

liqu id  and a so lid , <1 1 ) stress-strain in the so lid  and 

<111) flu id  com>resslon and d ilation. This analysis has been 

experimentally validated by Salln and Schon<1981) from 

measurements of o< end c for water saturated packed glass 

spheres. In order to adapt the Blot formulation to describe 

a concentrated suspension, the modulus of the porous frame 

has to be considered negligible. Under this condition, 

**®)'®**̂  suB 1980b) shows that the viscous loss mechanism

dominates and that concentrated systems can be successfully 

modelled i f  an e ffec tiv e  porosity is assumed. An equivalent 

resu lt has been found more recently by Gibson and 

Toksoz<1989) from examination of energy loss due to viscous 

flu id  flow around spherical particles. This approach is more 

rigorously applicable to a suspension problem as I t  does not 

require the adoption of a porosity constant (see section 

2 .1 ). However the authors found it  no better f i t  than the 

modified Biot theory when applied to data from the 
litera tu re.

1.2 Applications Of Ultrasound Propagation In Dispersions

<^lt^**ound Is widely used as a non—destructive probe 

of co llo ida l suspensions, as the parameters e( and c depend 

strongly on many physical properties of the constituent



materials and their re lative volume tractions. Also, 

although an optical probe of dispersions has been developed 

by MolloyC1986 ), ultrasound lends its e lf  to work with 

materials that can be opaque and abrasive in nature. The 

more common uses include velocimetry in flu id  flow and floe 

break-up or dispersion of particles by high intensity 

ultrasound, however this section is intended to discuss 

ultrasonic measurements of material properties. Three main 

areas of application are the food industry, where on- line 

quality control is  desired, awirlne particulate investigation 

and examination of ge llin g  or structured flu ids.

The application of ultrasound to food systesM has 

recently been reviewed by Javanaudi1988> and i t  la clear

the most successful techniques have used measurements 

of group velocity of short pulses in the 1 to lOfWz 

frequency range. For example, Povey(1984> and Husain and 

Povey(1984 ) correlated changes in ultrasonic velocity  with 

so lid  fat content for so lid ify ing fats and o ils ,  as a 

function of sample temperature. Further, McClements and 

Povey(1981^ have applied the pulse velocity technique to 

trig lyceride in paraffin o il  mixtures and obtained solid  fat 

content values that show excellent correlation with data 

from an established pulsed NHR technique; the method was 

also sensitive to the trig lyceride so lu b ility  and gel 

strength. Although most food industry applications are of 

this type a.g. aiming to establish the volume fraction of a 

P*^^lcular phase, other examples include the Masurement of 

veloc ity  to monitor the crispness of biscuits and 

attenuation to determine the age of potatoes and eggs.

In marine acoustics the properties of suspensions are



oí Interest because sea bed sediments e.g. clays and

particulates (lik e  small marine organisms) w ill 

a ffect signals received by sonar equipment. Thus 

further understanding may allow sonar depth and range 

sounding to be made more accurate and yield  more 

Information. An early example In this fie ld  Is the work of 

Urlck(1947> using sound velocity to determine the 

compressibility of kaolin In aqueous suspension. 

Hampton(1967) Investigated the dependence of aC and c on 

solid  concentration and sound frequency for sea bed 

sediments, results which Duykersi1970> used to validate 

empirically derived formulae that could be used to obtain 

values of physical properties, lik e  sediment porosity, from 

acoustic data. More recently, the advances In signal 

processing electronics, used lor the deconvolution of sonar 

signals, have resulted In sophisticated seabed analysis 

systems. For example Holllday( 1987> has reported a profiling 

system capable of measuring the size distribution (9  100pm 

to 10mm range) of pelagic b iotic  particles using a frequency 

range lOOkHz to lOKiz.

Ultrasound has been applied as a low-strain probe of 

ge llin g  or structured fluids as an alternative to 

conventional macroscopic mechanical aMasurements of 

rheology, which may destroy the very structure of Interest. 

®*crl et al.(1980) found that the attenuation of high 

froquenciai ( >100Nlz) was highly sensitive to (1 ) phase 

transition (s o l to g e l) In polyacrylamide solutions and (11) 

gel volume fraction In gelatin . Further, Bourllon et 

al.(1986) correlated tliM  dependent measurements of acoustic 

attenuation in d rillin g  muds with gel strength data



obtained by measuring c r it ic a l shear stress tot gel 

breakdown at low shear rate <- 2s"'). This correlation was 

purely an empirical comparison, but i t  gives an indication 

ol a useful phenomenon that may eventually provide a 

non-destructive and robust quality control test for 
d r illin g  flu ids.

1.3 Scope Of Work In This Thesis.

The work with structured fluids mentioned in the 

previous section presents an Interesting problem for a more 

fundamental examination. I t  requires an ab ility  to measure 

ultrasonic propagation parameters accurately and to relate 

them to microscopic or particulate properties of suspensions 

using proven theoretical models. This theme underpins the 

work herein and the form of the investigation can be 

in the following stages:

<i>Oevelopment of Techniques.

objective was to measure abeolute values of 

ultrasonic ve loc ity  <c) and attenuation ( •< >, to a 

precision of a few percent, in attenuating colloidal 

dispersions with Oi in the range 1 to lOdB/cm. I t  was 

required that any system developed should use commercially 

available p iezo-electric ceramic transducers, small sample 

volume < for economy and easy teoq>erature control) and be 

suitably robust, for use with industrial and possibly 

aggressive flu ids. A further consideration for apparatus was 

design to allow small changes in eC and c to be measured, 

caused e.g . by gelation or flow.

<11>Assessment of Theory

As mentioned in section 1.1, the app licability of the



various theoretical works in the literature depends on the 

boundary conditions used In their derivation and the 

dispersion mechanisms that have been considered. Further 

some formulations require prohibitively complex calculations 

under certain conditions. For example Povey( 1983 ) made 

attenuation measurements for polystyrene latlcos at a

frequency where thermal conduction effects  were dominant. He 

comments that this e ffect can be predicted from the Alleqra 

and Hawley(1972> theory but only by a complex computer 

calculation, and that more progress could be made in a 

region where viscous effects were dominant. In view of these 

points the aim was to assess the app licab ility  of the 

available theory, under relevant boundary conditions, using 

well characterised model dispersions. Where possible, the 

more simple expressions from which e( and c values are 

readily calculable, and within which the relevance of 

individual physical parameters was easily understood, should 

be used. This can be achieved by examining the re lative 

Importance of the various dispersion e ffects  for colloids 

Investigated using eqns.1.2, 1.3 and 1.4. The regime of 

Interest for this work Is particles of radltis ~ 1 to 40pm 

suspended In typ ica lly  water or g lycero l, using ultrasonic 

frequencies 1 to lOMHz. Using 5MHz for example; 

the viscous skin depth 1/By is <1 )glycerol ~ 6pm

(IDwater ~ 0.25pm

the thermal wavelength 1/B^is <1>glycerol ~ 0.006pm

( i l ) w a t e r  ~ 0.01pm

and the scattering wavelength l/B, (1 )glycerol ~ 370pm

<li>water ~ 300pm.

Thus for the radius range 1 to 40pm we would expect viscous



e lfocts  to dominate over thermal e ffects  as aB  ̂ >> 1, and 

for scattering to be of Rayleigh type.

(111 )Non—model Dispersionse

It  was necessary that the e ffects  of disperse phase 

s ize , polydisperslty, shape and volume fraction on et «nd c 

should be Investigated. This should be done by comparison of 

data obtained with previously assessed model theory, i f  

necessary including suitable modifications, either novel or 

from the litera tu re. Changes that may be caused by

dispersion flow should be also examined to see i f  dynamic 

values of physical properties are detected, particularly in 

systems of non-apherleal and gellin g  particles. 

<iv)Application to Drilling Fluids.

Finally as a practical application of the 

work, the aim was to use the techniques developed for 

investigation of d r illin g  muds. Interpretation of results 

should provide some measure of properties such as time- 

dependent gelation, gel strength, e ffec tiv e  viscosity and 

densifier concentration. Even without a fu ll interpretation 

the experimental results are relevant to the interaction of 

ultrasonic w ell-log tools with d r illin g  muds.

10



2.ULTRASOUND PROPAGATION THEORY.

2.1 Review Of Theory For Monoaiaperae Sphere».

Tho theory of ultrasound propagation in suspensions of 

particles in flu ids, has been recently reviewed by Marker 

and Temple(198r> and further, HcClements and Povey(19811) 

have given a comprehensive survey and intercomparison of 

velocity  theory. I t  therefore intended here only to bring 

out the salient features and equations of the theory applied 

in this thesis, which can conveniently be done by 

considering attenuation and velocity separately.

Attenuation

A theoretical equation for the excess attenuation of 

sound by collo idal particles was published by Urick in 1948, 

valid  for r ig id  spheres, small compared to the sound 

wavelength and free to move in the sound fie ld , subject 

only to viscous and inertia l forces. He obtained an 

expression representing viscous absorption, by theoretically 

investigating the e ffec t of v iscosity on the period of a 

pendulum, swinging in a viscous flu id . This, together with 

^> *̂*tment of the spheres as simple Rayleigh scatterers, gave 

an equation of the form:

d(- v|(k*aV6) + tk/2 <r - l ) ‘ oJ/ts*- + <r t T> <eqn .2 .1 )

where is the volume fraction of suspended partic les.

k-2«r/^ , a- partic le  radius, r -  ra tio  of particle to flu id  

density. s, T are defined by s- 9( 1-fl/Ba l/'aBa and 

T“ l/2+9/'4Ba, where viscosity and

density of the flu id respectively. 1/B is called the

11



viscous skin depth, which is the characteristic thickness ol 

the flu id  layer around the sphere over which viscous 

coupling of the phases occurs.

This equation can be simplified by expanding in powers 

of 1/Ba and assuming Ba>>l to give:

V 2/0*+y0/V %tp/»•+/>/V Xif> <eqn.2.2)

where ^  is  the density of the so lid . The assumption that 

B a » l  requires that the viscous skin depth should be leas 

than the partic le  radius. Taking an exanqple typical lor this 

work; for glass beads suspended in polypropylene glycol with 

a-25pm , ^  -0.4Pas, ^-lOOOkg/m* and l-5MHx, then Ba~ 5 

indicating that eqn.2.2 la lik e ly  to be appropriate.

This form compares favourably with axpresBlons 

obtained in the long wavelength lim it from more rigorous 

approaches by < i ) Allegra and Hawley(1972 > who studied sound 

absorption in d ilute suspensions of spherical particles, by 

expanding a scattered wave function in complex form as a 

series of spherical harmonics, attenuation being obtained 

from the rea l coeffic ien ts. ( l i>  Hay and Hercer<1989> who 

derived an expression for viscous attenuation by considering 

phase sh ifts  of waves scattered by a so lid  elastic  sphere. 

Hay and Mercer's expression in lowest order of 1/Ba 

is identical to the viscous term in eqn.2.2. 

Sherwood( 1968 > has shown that this is also true for the 

absorption part of the Allegra and Hawley expression in tho 

long wavelength lim it ( l . e .  ka<<l> and where thermal 

transport affects are ncsgllglble. Thus undor these

12



conditions only the scattering term d iffers  from that in 

eqn.2.2 and this la given by:

O^scatt. — * //)•
2 3\ K /

{ eqn.2.3)

where K, K' are the compressibilities of the liqu id and 

solid  respectively. As the expressions 2.2 and 2.3 are valid 

only for k a « l ,  the scattering pert should not be dominant 

for dispersions %«here the equations are applicable. However 

they w ill be coaqMred by application to experimental data in 

Chapter 5.

The above expressions have been derived for dilute 

suspensions where a linear dependence of <K on so lid  volume 

fraction exists, indicating that the particles act 

independently. Urlck's <1948) data for aqueous Icaolin 

dispersions showed that this assumption was only valid  for 

volume fractions less than about 0.1 and in general the 

•*P*tln*ntal data reported in Chapter 5 has been acquired 

within the linear regime. However, for use with work at 

higher concentrations, i t  is useful to quote the expression 

given by Hovem(1980i) and shown to compare favourably with 

Urick's data over the volume fraction range 0 to 0.4. To 

obtain this equation, earlier «rark by Blot(1956a and 1956b) 

for a fluid-saturated porous frame was adapted, by allowing 

the modulus of the frame to become negligib le and therefore 

more representative of solid  particles free to move in the 

sound fie ld . However, application of the expression requires 

that a permeability be assigned to the dispersion, as shown 

in the equation below Hovem's expression is

13



Im (k l, where

k '-  K# v/< 1-1-v H/> />'//» t i  -  l^ tP (l)/> jB »l

v/< 1-v >/). -  i 9 l F < t  )/JBU )

< eqn.2.4)

and k la the complex wavenumber for propagation In the 

co llo id , + (1 -v ^  , ♦ < l-v>^*, M - vK* ♦

(l-v )K  and F< f) la a frequency correction function for 

vlacoalty given by complex Kelvin functlona, where P<f ) -a 1 

for condltlona of Polaeullle flu id  flow at low frequenclea. 

B« la the permeability given by the Kozeny-Carman 

equation

B. - ( 1-v )a^ /4Ko

where â » “2a<l-v)/3v la a pore alze parameter related to 

particle radlua. Ko la the Kozeny-Carman conatant which la 

obtained eap lrlca lly  by meaaurlng permeability aa a function 

o* a*" <l-v>* for a given material. Although the

aaalgnment of an e ffec tive  permeability to a dlaperalon may 

caat doubt on the applicability of eqn.2.4, a reault of 

almllar form, developed from the Stokea drag force on a 

aphere oacllla tlng In a viacoua liqu id, haa recently been 

reported by Glbaon and To)c80z( 1989 >. Their expreaalon for 

the complex wavenumber la;

k* - K« r9*>/<l-v)^t - 1 < 9 ^ ^  

I /d*/(l-V> - l<

<l f/2a‘ o  >

/2a* u) >

leqn.2.5)

where t(~Im [k ] and f  la an analytically derived factor, 

due to Haalmoto< 1959), to account for the effecta of 

multiple apherea on the viacoua drag coeffic ien t, where 

1/J “ l —1.791v'^+v-0.329v*’. Clbaon and Tokabz alao comment

14



that a iroquancy corractlon function, which scalas the drag 

coeffic ien t with (l-fBa), is ieportant when the viscous skin 

depth becomes small compared with particle s ize.

The app licability of eqn.2.S appears more rigorous 

than that of 2.4 for susponslono as no arbitrary constants 

or permeability values need to be applied. Further, 

frequency correction factors are more readily calculated for 

eqn.2.5. In order to coiqpare the two, the non frequency 

corrected forms have been applied to data for aqueous kaolin 

suspensions in Chapter 7, and then the frequency corrected 

Gibson and Toksttz expression used to improve agreement. For 

the purposes of the relevant calculations we may write the 

expressions in the form

k*- - A I'm -  in ']

Ip -  inJ

thus Im [k ] -  <T*+ z ' s l n (  < arctan Z/Y)/'2J

and Re |k] -  <Y*+ Z*")  ̂ cosKarctan Z/Y )/'2)

with Y-A(MP-fN*-) and Z-A( NM-NP ) .
P*» P‘  ̂w»-

In eqn.2.4 A-***^« Kt, M-v 1-v >/»#,

P -v^ # / (l-v ) and for sqn.2.5 K|, 1-vyo#,

P-/)*/<l-v) and N-9^ J /2a*u) or H-[ 9 ^ f  < l-»Ba > )/2a*0 i f  

frequency correction is  applied. The veloc ity  can also be 

obtained from the wavenumber where c-O/^e {k l.  For the 

kaolin dispersion mentioned above, velocity values were also 

calculated from eqn.2.5 as a further teat o f applicability .
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V l»c o -e l« « t le ltv

In order that eqn.2.5 might be useful when 

vlsco-elastlc  bentonite auda are used Instead of viscous 

liquids, one can replace the simple viscosity with a complex 

viscosity la equivalent to the simple

viscosity and the term and so some representation

of the shear modulus <G) Is Included. The result Is simply 

to introduce a factor such that In the above notation M 

becomes M-«-9 ^ ^ /'2a'»J and P becomes P+9 ^ ^  /2a îo . With

those modifications eqn.2.5 has bean used to predict « ,  

from Ia[ k ] and c, from (i)/Re[ k ] for glass spheres suspended 

In bentonite, and the e ffec t of the shear modulus G Is found 

to be Important <see Section 5 .3 ).

Velocity.

A simple and widely used equation for predicting 

velocity of sound In suspensions and emulsions was derived 

by Urlck(1947>. He assumed an Ideal homogeneous mixture of 

the two phases where the suspended particles were 

In fin itesim ally small compared to the sound wavelength, in

that scattering could be neglected. In this case 

density and compressibility of the mixture are additive 

properties of the two materials depending upon their 

proportion In the mixture giving,

- ^ ’ v + ^ < l-v ) and K» - K'v + K<l-v>

where ^ # ,  ^  are densities of suspension, disperse and

continuous phase respectively, and Ki, K*, K are 

compressibilities of suspension, disperse and continuous

16



phase respectively.

Using the well known Hood( 1941) equation lor velocity  

ol sound In a homogeneous material, Urlck gave his 

expression

<eqn.2.6)

Z ’ »

Urlck successfully applied this equation to measurements ol 

sound velocity In aqueous kaollnVI^ suspensions and 

xylene-water emulsions, reporting that greater accuracy was 

obtained In predicting the coaq>resslblllty ol the disperse 

phase, when K and K' were o l the same order ol awgnltude.

The main limltatione 4’ Urlck's expresalon are the 

assumption ol in lln iteslm ally small particles compared with 

the sound wavelength i.a . A >>a, and that no account la 

taken ol Inertia l and viscous e ffec ts  (see section 1.1 ). 

SherwoodC1989) has shown that Allegra and Hawley's analysis, 

as described ea rlie r , reduces to give a velocity result 

equivalent to that ol simple e ffec tiv e  medium theory %«hen 

Ba, the ratio  o l particle radius to viscous skin depth, la 

small. When Ba >>1 the e ffec tive  density changes from the

simple p% - ^ ' v  + ^ <1-v ) to

y 1 + V  3<
/ ”  -/■*

[2^ • + ^ )
<eqn.2.7>

which Is equivalent to that predicted using the classical 

theory ol Inviscld fluids, assuming that the particles are 

unable to follow the motion ol the surrounding flu id . The

17



resulting expression tor suspension velocity is

c -/I7^<1 ♦ v/2[l -  K’ /K - 3<^ )/<2^ ) 1 > leqn.2.8>

The assumption that the particles are unable to tollow the 

flu id  motion means that eqn.2.8 represents the high 

frequency lim it < l.e . Ba>>l) and eqn«2>7 represents the low 

frequency lim it, as i t  is obtained when B a « l.

A number of other equations have been developed that 

attempt to overcome the Urick lim itations, but only that of 

Ament< 1953 > w ill be Included here for coiq>arlson, as this 

was found to be most useful by HcClements and PoveyC1987W in 

their review. Further, i t  provides a link between the high 

and low frequency extremes as i t  is valid when Ba ~ 1, 

provided that the viscous skin depth ( i . e .  1/B> is  less than 

Interpartlcla distances and that a «  A • Ament's equation, 

derived from considering the resistance of a flu id  to 

oscilla tion  of a r ig id  sphere, contains a density difference 

term (representing the inertia l e ffe c t ) and a term that 

Includes Ba (the viscous e ffe c t ).  The form of the equation 

is ;

c -^1 / (M (eqn.2.9)

where

z - -( 2v( ^  ’ -yP )*( 1-v) A J/l A*+ C* J,

A " 2 ( ^ ' - ^ ) ( l - v )  +

and C “ 2 ^ s . (s  and T are as defined in eqn.2.1,

with ^ 8  as in aqn.2.6>
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Hero the e ffec tiv e  density of the system is modified es 

viscous coupling between the phases takes place. This means 

that a layer of flu id  becomes associated with the particle , 

changing its  e ffec tiv e  density and altering the conditions 

of re la tive  motion between the phases. So, the strength of 

the correction term z depends on the particle to flu id 

density ra tio  <or density d ifference) and the magnitude of 

Ba. For the dispersions investigated in this thesis, density 

differences are re la tive ly  high, also Ba is not negligib le 

i .e .  kaolin (a'O.Spm ^~2600kg/m^ ) and water ( ^ ~lmPa a 

yO-lOOOkg/'m') />'/^ ~2.6 and at 5 »lz Ba~1.9; glass beads

(a'le^m ^~2900kg/m^) and glycerol <^~1.4Pa s ^ ‘*1252kg/m̂  > 

'2 .3  and at 5MHz Ba'l.S.

I t  is not immediately obvious to what extent the 

viscous and in ertia l effects w ill  operate and so the Urick, 

Ament and Inviscid flu id equations have been compared by 

application to experlaiental results in Chapter 5.

2.2.Polydlsperse and Non-spherleal Particles.

Attenuation.

Bqn.2.2 predicts the excess attenuation developed when 

monodlsperse spherical particles are added to a suspending 

flu id . Any Irregular particles used in this %*ork have an 

equivalent spherical radius associated with them. The e ffec t 

of polydlspersity can readily be incorporated into the 

equation as follows;
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assume the particle s ize distrlloution is of the Gaussian 
loq-normal form.

( 1 >
whore <r is the standard deviation, and l im  is  the mean 

logarithmic radius.

*^^***'*'*tl*<^l‘>0 eqn.2.2 w .r.t. volume fraction one obtains

doc -  f ( a>  dV ( 1 1 )

***’“ • f ( a >  -  Aa^ C/a , ( i l l )

A -  k 'k */ 6 ,C  - | k | - ^ V ^  

[2

substituting for dV in <11) and Integrating to get the 

average attenuation value over the distribution gives

^ t  •* t

J  ti. a )F< a >d< In (aj>/ I  P<a>d<ln(a)> ( lv>
a.»a • ¿a*'««

Putting ln(KFx and using <1) and ( i l l ) ,  ( i v )  becomes

_ ^ »• «
*  ysxpl 3x-( < x-x )/2<T)* Idx t B^exp-t x+< ( x-x >/2(T)*-)dx

^yexp-( ( x -x  )/2o )*dx  < V )

This can be solved using the standard integrals
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corrections to the Inertia l and viscous terms T and s being.

T - L ♦ 9MV4Bb {aqn.2.11>

s - 9M‘V4Bb< l-t( 1/HBa ) ) <eqn.2.12>

where L, M are inertia and shape coeffic ien ts respectively; 

■ the radius, and b the thickness, of a circular disc.

For a disc of aspect ratio  a/b'lOO, Ahula and Hendee predict 

L-0.627 and H*'0.849 for broadside orientation to the 

acoustic f ie ld  and L-0.008 and H>0.571 for edgewise 

orientation. Both configurations have t>een applied to the 

relevant data in chapter 7.
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3.ULTRASONIC APPARATUS HMD TBCHHIQUB

3.1 ULTRASONIC MBASORBMBNT PRTWTTPr.RR 

In coranercially available ultraaonic transducers, a 

lead-zlrconate-tltanate ( PZT ) ceranic is generally used in 

the form of a disk arranged to radiate or receive energy 

at its  front f la t  surface,the rear being highly daa«>ed 

< usually by a tungsten-loaded epoxy backing) to avoid rear 

lace re flection  and hence Interference. Such a disk can be 

theoretically treated as a cophasally vibrating piston, 

producing a picture of the ultraaonic f i e ld  norital to the 

plane of the disc which agrees remarkably *»ell with 

experimental data (Hells 1969). Using this analysis, i t  has 

been shown (Kinaler and Freyl962, Goobermanl968) that lor 

steady state conditions (continuous wave,constant amplitude 

drive )  the intensity distribution along the beam's central 

axis is given by:

1» “ ain*'{ (>/ r* + x* -x ) ) < ecin .3.1)

»»here I ,  -  the principal intensity maximum, ultrasonic 

intensity I being defined as the power transmitted norsMlly 

through unit area,

Ix“ Intensity at distance x from piston 

r “ radius of piston

and X “ wavelength of propagated ultrasound.
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Equation 3.1 can ba solvad to give tha position of the axial 

maxlM and nlnima as:

Xmax - (4 r*- A* ( 2in+l )* )/4 A < 2i»-H ) <aqn.3.2)

whare Xnax «  position of max. Intensity along axis normal 

to transducer, and m •= 0 ,1 ,2 ,.......

AND

Xmln “ ( r *  - { eqn.3.3 >

where Xmln »  position of rain, intensity along axis normal 

to transducer, and m »  1 ,2 ,3 ,.......

Putting m»0 into eqn.3.2 gives the distance of tha last 

naxinun iron the transducer ass

X'max «  <4r -  A*V4A { eqn .3 .4  >

Now i f  the radius of the transducer is  much greater than 

the ultrasonic wavelength l .e .  r*>>A*,aqn.3.4 becomas:

X'max -  z *  / \ < eqn.3.5 >

The position of tha last axial maximum marks tha transition 

between the Fresnel and Fraunhofer d iffraction  zones or the 

near and far fie ld . In the near f ie ld  , energy is mainly 

confined within a cylinder of radius r , but the 

distribution across the beam diameter at any distance x 

from the transducer is non uniform (which is apparent from
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eqn.3.1); whereas in the far fie ld , the beam diverges 

(in ten sity  distribution being described by a f ir s t  order 

Bessel function) and intensity fa lls  o ff  in accordance with 

the Inverse square law. In view of these considerations, the 

techniques used in this investigation were restricted to 

near f ie ld  raeaaurenents (to  minimise d iffraction  e ffe c ts ) 

with identical receiver and transmitter transducers being 

used to e ffe c tiv e ly  integrate any detected signal over the 

beam diameter (negating non-uniform intensity distribution 

e ffe c ts ).  To ensure near f ie ld  operation, the following 

constraints were observed:

(1 ) radius of transducer >> ultrasonic wavelength 

(11 ) path length (L ) for ultrasound in any sample 

lim ited by:

L < < eqn.3.6 >

Adhering to the above criteria ,th e  following three 

d istinct forms of transducer excitation %«ere used to 

produce the ultrasonic fie ld , and although the la tter two do 

not s tr ic t ly  comply with the theoretical steady state 

boundary condition, their practical va lid ity  was tested by 

means of Intercomparison.

Units Of Attenuation.

In this work the amplitude of a wave is assumed to 

decay with distance x as exp-(d(x) (see eqn. 1.1), so the 

natural units of oC are m' sometimes called neper m~'. 

However, the units of dB/cm are also widely used where Im*'
I

or 1 neper m* - 0.21og^ e dB/cm. For this thesis 0( in
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nathematical or symbolic formulae is always the natural 

unit, but when used numerically the mode should be obvious 

from the expressed units.

3.2 Continuous Wave Ultrasonic Interferometer.

I f  a transducer, driven continuously at I t 's  resonant 

frequency, is  loaded by a liquid column terminated with a 

re flec tor, an interference pattern la set up In that liquid 

between the incident and reflected slqnals. This system, 

called an ultrasonic Interferometer, can l>e 

represented theoretica lly by an e lec tr ica l equivalent 

circu it <Mason 19SM as shown In Figure 3.1. At resonance. 

I t  can be shown that the e ffec tive  Input Impedance (Z ln ) of 

the llqu id/reflector system is given by:

Z, Zp. coth r* L Zj

Zf. * Zff coth/’  L

{eqn.3.7>

where Z^ - characteristic Impedance of the liquid defined as 

as the product densltyC^^ >*longitudlnal ultrasonic velocity

< ),

P  ” the propagation constant af- attenuation

^  “ phase constant 

acoustic impedance of the re flec tor

and L ” transducer - re flec tor separation
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For a transducer run at its  resonant frequency so that its  

lapedance Is predoalnantly resis tive , 1^, Hason sho«« that 

the e lec tr ica l impedance Z of the transducer~saniple* 

re flector combination is given by

40*

{ e q n . 3 . 8  >

where 0 is the voltage to force transfer function of the 

transducer element.

From this result, an expression for the current ( I )  drawn by 

the transducer as a function of L can bo obtained giving:

R ,  ♦ ( Rĵ +Z )/40 *■

< eqn.3 .9 )

The maximum in coth P l occurs when ^  L-nlf ̂  making I a 

minimum for L-any integral number of half wavelengths. 

Similarly, maxima occur in I for L-odd quarter wavelengths. 

The resulting equations describing Imax and Imin are:

IB M X  “

»there Z '^

------------------------1
+ Re/40» ♦ Z*¿,/40*l

• Zq tanh(«t L)-«- Ze/Zr 1 
1 Ze/Zr tanh(<t L)J

<eqn.3.10}

and

Imln <eqn.3.11>

R, + Re/40* + Z’ *„^/40^
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where Z*,' 1 * Z,/Zrtanh L>

t « n h t « t L ) +  Z o / Z r  J

The resulting prediction lor the variation ol 1 with L 

agrees remarkably well with earlier experimental data 

(Mason 1950* ; hence from interferometric data where 1 la 

measured as a function of L, one can obtain attenuation (t( ) 

lor a given liqu id from eqna. 3.10 t, 3.11. Further, as 

the maxima (or minima) are separated by a whole number of 

half wavelengths, the veloc ity  of propagation can be found 

from the separation AL betvteen successive extrema ol the 

Interferogram by;

c - 2*iL*f <eqn.3.12)

where f is  the resonant frequency of the transducer.

The above theoretical treatment was used to interpret data 

obtained from the interferometer now described.

The Ultrasonic Interferometer.

Continuous wave measureamnts of «C and c t«ere made 

for liquids and colloids using an interferoamter 

constructed as shown in Figure 3.2. For a description of 

design considerations the system may be sp lit  into two 

sections as follows:
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< 1 DirXv, Circuit And p «t «  Coll«c.Ho„.

I t  was required that the current drawn by the 

transducer, whilst driven continuously at resonance, should 

bo monitored as a function of Increasing sample column 

length. In practice, measurement was made of the voltage 

across a knovm raalatance,R, In series with the transducer.R 

was chosen as the nearest standard value to transducer 

resonance resistance In order that optimum voltage variation 

resolution could be obtained. This signal was half-wave 

re c t ified  using a germanium signal diode (o ffe r in g  high 

s ta b ility  with low turn on vo lta ge ,« 0.65V,for optimum 

dynamic range), smoothed by a 220pP capacitor and than 

recorded using a d ig ita l voltmeter. The transducer was moved 

2.5pm steps through the sample by a stepper motor via a 

micrometer screw thread (d eta il shown In Figure 3.3 ). This 

gave adequate spatial resolution of amplitude 

maxima and minima offered by Its  2.5pm step s ize . For 

example, taking veloc ity  c -  1500m/s and the maximum 

resonant frequency of transducers to be lOMHz, then using 

eqn.3.12 the maxima and minima In signal are separated by 

75pm. Thus at least 30 data points could be obtained between 

any successive maximum and minimum.

To Interlink and automate the current and position 

measurements, both the DVM and stepper motor drive were 

Interfaced with a microcomputer (B.B.C.model B). Data from 

the DVM was collected via the RS423 seria l port at a rate of 

three readings par second (the fastest possible with the DVM 

used) and on receipt of each, a stepping signal was sent to 

the motor driver via the BBC user port to move the
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FIGURE 3.3 Transducer Translation Mechanism

Carriageway
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transducer up. Care was taken to check that this collection 

rate allowed the motor and transducer time to equiltbrlate 

®®ch step. In fact^ comparison of the steady state DVM 

signal sent to the BBC with that following a single step 

revealed no s ign ificant difference in noise levels with 

time. In both cases, fluctuations of around 0.1% about the 

mean existed.

Thus, a continuous set of data points, in this case 

limited to '1200 for VDO screen-plotting resolution, could 

be obtained as a function of increasing transducer-reflector 

separation from an arbitrary origin  <see Figure 3.4). In 

P^sctlce this origin  had to comply with the constraint of 

egn.3.6, which for the radius range of transducers used 

meant a lower lim it to the value Lmax of 6cm. Also the 

maximum usable distance from the re flector was S 0.5cm i f  

good voltage variation resolution was to be obtained when 

highly attenuating samples were used. The computer software 

developed for data collection  and stepper motor drive 

control is described in Appendix A. F ac ilit ies  were

available to:

(a )  instantaneously plot the interferogram < i.e . the 

voltage vs. distance graph) during data collection in 

order that satisfactory progress of the experiment could 

be monitored,

(b ) save data onto floppy disc for later analysis or 

hardcopy plotting

<c) move the transducer either up or down by a known 

number of steps in order that a starting position could 

be easily  set and returned to.
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Further processing of an Interferogram was required In order 

to obtain Ci and c. This was achieved by extracting the 

maxima and minima coordinates and f it t in g  them 

simultaneously to eqns. of the form:

Vmax( I
I

I B-«-tanh( DL+F )

.1+Etanh< DL+F:

<eqn.3.12>

Vmln(L) -  B+C fl+Btanh<DL+P>

B+tanh<DL+F r1

{ eqn.3.13 >

where, from  e q n .3.10 and eqn . 3 .1 1 , B-R/B^(R^+R^/40*■ ) ,

C*RZo/4B00^ , D-* X  , B-Z^/Zi, and F Is  a con stan t to  a llo w  

fo r  a r b it r a r y  phase o r ig in .

I t  can be seen that the use of voltage across a constant 

^^■■Istance Instead of current drawn (as per eqns. 3.10 and 

3.11) Is permlssable as they d iffe r  only by a constant of 

proportionality which Is the resistance R. This leaves 

0( extractable from fit t in g  parameter D. The average

separation of maxlnw and minima was also computed giving 

velocity  c from eqn.3.12. Both these fit t in g  routines were 

performed on the VAX mainframe computer using software 

developed by Nandl(1987).
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<ll)The Ultrasonic Cell.
Th« Major consldoration for th® c e ll was ĥ® 

re flec tor material. Stainless steel was chosen for a 

strong acoustic impedance mis-match with typical liquids for 

strong re flection  (See Table 1 Appendix B ). The reflector 

thickness t was chosen such that extra contributions to 

to ta l reflected  intensity, due to the existence of a second

steel face, were much less than those from the f ir s t .  The

relevant analysis used is given in Appendix B. The ideal t 

would be in fin ite  but a value of t>2.5cm was adopted as a 

useful working figure. Using e .g . a castor o i l  sample at 

SHHz, second face contributions to tota l re flected  intensity 

then represented 0.5%. The re flector was polished to near 

optical flatness and mounted on a height-adjustable plate in 

order that parallelism with the transducer could be

attained, both factors being necessary to avoid assyraetry 

and secondary peaks in the Interferogram as reported by 

McMillan and Langerman(1947>, and Hubbard(1940>. The

ultrasonic co ll was completed by mounting a stainless s teel 

ring onto the re flec tor of 6cm diameter, chosen to be 

than the diameter of the transducers used (max. 

2cm>. This reduced the p oss ib ility  of detecting surface wave 

propagation in the c e ll walls and made r . f .  pick-up between 

transducer and ca ll n eg lig ib le . Using a sample volume of 

20ml, for this re flec tor area a liqu id  height of 

approximately 7mm was obtained thus restric ting  L; in 

practice a working figure of Lmax Si 5asi was adhered to.

With the interferometer as described above, saaqile 

measurements ware conducted as follows:
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BxpTlMental Procedure 1

The transducer, shovm in Plçrure 3.2, was lowered 

into the sample using the stepper motor and repeatedly 

excited with a 150V, 100ns pulse whose re flection  was 

monitored using an oscilloscope. This enabled transducer 

position and reflector t i l t  to be adjusted, optimising 

pulse amplitude and shape to ensure transducer-reflector 

parallelism. Now driven continuously by a 5V peak to peak 

signal at its  resonant freguency, the transducer was moved 

upward from the re flector in 2.5pm Increments , and the 

resulting variation of voltage across R <see Figure 3.2) was 

recorded under microcomputer control.

F inally, with the Interferogram collected, the 

maxima and minima coordinates wore extracted and fit t in g  

procedures performed to obtain attenuation and ve loc ity . For 

intercomparison purposes a test liqu id, Dow Corning 710 

silicone flu id , was measured at 5MHz, 23 ®C giving results 

c«(1377+/—7 )m/s and 0( “ <9.6+/—0.3 )dB/cm (errors discussed 

in section 3.5).

3.3 Tone Burst

A tone burst is a harmonic signal of f in ite  length. I f  

this signal has a mean frequency equal to that of the 

transducer at resonance, i t  has been shown by Matsuzawa 

et a l . (1987) that after traversal of a liquid sample, the 

signal detected at a second (rece iver ) transducer can be 

predicted mathematically subject to certain boundary 

conditions. Consider the ultrasonic c o ll shown in Figure 3.5.
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I I  th« tranamittor Is driven by a volba^e such thabs

B «  0 for 0>t>n/’f

<eqn.3.15>

B'*Asln< 2Xlt > for 0<t<n/f

whore n Is the number of periods In the tone burst and A Is 

the voltage amplitude, then I f  n Is large such that a single 

period 1s <<n/f, the form of the received waveform Is 

desclbed by:

( <2*Ift)* - 3) sln(2)Tft) * 6*rft cos < 2 Aft > {eqn.3.16>

Equation 3.16 predicts that the f ir s t  received cycle 

(corresponding to the f ir s t  one transmitted) Is negative, 

making I t  easy to Identify . Further I f  the number of 

transmitted cycles Is Increased from n to n+1 , only cycles 

after the nth received w ill Increase In amplitude as the 

additional contribution to the nth 1s negative. This has 

boon ve r ified  experimentally by Matsuzawa<1987). Thus , l f  

the time delay between transmission and receipt of 

corresponding cycles Is measured, the velocity  of ultrasound 

propagation In the liqu id can be obtained from:

L /A t < eqn.3.17)

where L »  path length In liquid

and A t > average time delay 

For measureiMnts made using transducers fitted  with quarter 

wave matching plates, At Includes time for travel through
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tho plate on the sender and receiver i .e .  extra time of l/’4f 

at each, where f is  the transducer resonance frequency. This 

was ver ified  for the transducers used in this work using 

d is t ille d  water as a test liqu id, by measuring .fltl for one 

transmission and At2 from successive received 

lections. E ffec tive ly , ^t2 does not include time travel 

through the plates as reflections take place at the 

liquid-plate Interface, and thus cosq>arlson of A t l  and 

At2 allows tho extra delay to be assessed. The results for 

the 5MHz (PAR S c ien tific ) transducers weres

( c, *y-3 )/m/s ( c , -»/-a )/m/s < o/'-O . 5 )/m/s

1460 1476 1476

1464 1480 1479
1471 1487 1485
1473 1490 1490

1479 1494 1491

1480 1496 1495

1484 1502 1499

Here, c , and c^ are tho ve loc ities  calculated using d t l  and 

4t2 respectively, with c being reference data from Kays 

and Laby(1973 ). Further, tho mean difference between the 

transit times was 0.12^s. Tho excellent agreement betiraen Cj 

and tho expected veloc ity , together with the low values of 

c , , indicates that a quarter wave plate correction is 

necessary for one way transmission times. Also the mean 

delay of 0.12|)s agrees **ell with that expected at SMiz, I .e .

trom the expression l/2 f. Thus this correction was 

applied to one way transit times measured in this work.
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In ordar to find tha attanuatlon of the liqu id, one 

can CoWare the peak received anplltude with that obtained 

* known or reference liqu id. For the confIquratlon shown 

In Flqure 3.5, i f  the equillbrlua pk-pk output voltage is 

assuaed to be of the fora:

Vout<pk-pk )<Vin(pk-pk)exp-<«< L) {eqn.3.18>

and Vln is constant assuralng identical transmission 

coeffic ien ts at the liquid-transducer Interfaces for both 

sample and reference liqu id, the ratio  of output voltages 

can be written such that:

Vout( sample ) - exp-( e(. L, > 

Vout<ref.) exp-( aCrLr)

{eqn.3.19>

Solving for fl( of sample liqu id, i f  L,-L,-L eqn.3.18 q ives :

+ I ln{ Vo.ref/Vo.sample H/L <eqn.3 . 2 0 }

Hence aeasureaent of output voltage ra tio  and path length in 

the c e ll enables sample attenuation to be calculated 

provided a reference liquid is used «those properties are 

known. The above treatment was enqtloyed to process data 

obtained from tone burst experiments now described, using 

water as the reference liquid.
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The Tone Burat S v tM .

The design ot this systea is set out In Figure 3.6. 

Two identical transducers were mounted in a non-conducting 

Tufnol laminate c e ll (to  eliminate r . i .  pick up) separated 

by a fixed distance L S 2cm for frequencies except IWlz, 

where L ~ 3cm. This value of L was used to satis fy  

constraints of tone burst duration <see next paragraph) and 

eqn.3.6 i .e .  L< r^/^ , and keep sanqple volume low (max vol. 

8.6ml- IfWz c e l l ) .  For the transducers used in this project, 

assuming an ultrasonic velocity  in the sample of the order 

1500m/8, the Lmax values from eqn.3.6 were as follows:

Frequency/mz Manufacturer Radius/r^« tr ».., Q.5)/cm 

1 Panaaiatrics 0.95 6

2*25 " 0.64 6

5 ” 0.64 13

S PAR Scien tific  0.50 8

10 PanasMtrlcs 0.64 27

^l)bs L*2cm < 3cm in the IHHz case) was an adequate choice. 

The transducer connections were protected by silicone rubber 

sealant in order to allow InoMrsion of the c e ll in the water 

bath.

A re la t iv e ly  simple drive and data collection 

c ircu it was employed, using a variable duration tone burat 

generator. Impedance matched to the transducers, to excite 

the sender with an up to 30V pk-pk, 15 cycle burat (s e t at
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or naat to transducer resonance frequency > and a 40MHz 

d iq lta l atoraqe oscilloscope <OSO> to record the sent and 

received bursts up to 5MHz. Above this frequency, 

measurements were made using the normal oscilloscope mode, 

as the d igitisation  rate became unsatisfactory e .g . at lOMHz 

only four points per cycle. The working value of n~15 cycles 

was selected on tvro principles:

<1> that the signal duration should be less than c e ll 

transit time In order that successive bursts could 

be resolved l .e .

n/f < t {eqn.3.21}

<e.g. with the lowest f In this work, IMHz, ca ll 

length L-3cm , ultrasonic velocity  In the s a ille  

CK1500m/s, eqn.3.21 dictates that n < 20).

<11 ) that n should be large to satis fy  the theoretical 

boundary condition that a single period must be 

much shorter than n/f (although values as low as n~8 

were found adequate by Matsuzawa et a l . (1987) >. The 

length of the tone burst has consequences for 

amplitude distribution with frequency and for 

bandwidth. This can be examined using Fourier 

analysis on a simple sinusoidal tone burst as 

follows:

Let F (t )  - Be exp-(2rif»t>  

and F< t ) “  0

for 0 < t < n/2f, 

lor 0 > t > n/2f.

then the distribution of F In frequency space Is given by:
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F<t> - \/y/^^ F < t) •xp<2;iift) dt 

honce F ( f )  - B.//2X i aininK ) ]
I n (#./,) J

I t ,  for example, f -smz and n-15, the Intensity function 

[ F<f ) 1 has the form shown In Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 Intensity Vs. Frequency: f^-SHHz, n-15

This Indicates that the greatest peak In power occurs at 

*“ 5iWz and the hall peak height value of t X 0.2MHz. I t  

can be shown that over 90% of the power In such a tone burst 

fa lls  In the frequency range fo< 1 -*•/- 1/n). The consequences 

of this Impure f  signal for experlamntal accuracy could 

be modelled analytically but are Investigated In this 

work by comparing experimental results with a pure 1 

technique (see Section 3 .5 ). Further, although the 

excitation signal used was not a perfect sinusoid, the 

sender transducer output was found to be so. Thus the 

assumption In the above analysis that the transmitted burst 

Is sinusoidal appears resonable %«han applied to the tone 

burst experiment.
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A working ligure of n-15 was used, satisfying <1> 

and <il>  at>ove whilst being easy to enploy in practice and 

providing a workable equillbrlun region for pk-pk voltage 

measurements on the received burst.

Experimental Procedure 2

With transducers of the required frequency 

selected, their %«ear plate separation was accurately 

measured using a telescoping gauge and a micrometer, prior 

to introduction of the sample into the c e l l .  The sender was 

then excited by a 15 cycle tone burst, of pk-pk voltage up 

to 30V according to the attenuation of the sample, to give a 

convenient received voltage leve l for measurements on the 

DSO screen. Both sent and received bursts were monitored on 

the oscilloscope and recorded using the storage fa c i l it y .  

Employing the x and y axis cursors, the time delay A t  

between five  successive corresponding sent and received 

cycles, and the steady state pk-pk received voltage <see 

Figure 3.5) were measured. An average signal, constructed by 

the oscilloscope from 256 bursts, was used for f up to SMHz. 

Higher f  measurements were made using the DSO in the normal 

mode. The experiment was then repeated using d is t ille d  

water as a reference liqu id, or using the pure sample liqu id  

i f  only changes due to the addition of co llo ida l particles 

were to be monitored. Values of A t  and the output voltage 

ra tio  thus obtained were then used to calculate c and 0< in 

accordance with eqns.3.17 and 3.20 respectively. 

Measurements on the aforomentloned silicono flu id gave 

c-< 1373+/-6 )m/s, Ci =•< 9.5+/-0.2 )dB/cm.
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3.4 Broadband Pulse.

Under this category, two d istinct techniques have been 

developed in this work and i t  is  therefore useful to 

describe two sets of measurement principles.

< i ) Pulse-Bcho Overlap

Consider the system shotm in Figure 3.8. Here the transducer 

is excited by a voltage pulse of short duration, and an 

ultrasonic pulse Is sent through the saaiple and reflected  

between the sample boundaries < l.e . at the transducer-liquid 

and liqu id -reflector Interfaces > until I t  decays away. I f  

the pulse length Is much less than the round tr ip  transit 

time for the c e l l ,  a simple pulse—echo decay pattern 

develops, from which the time delay t between each 

successive re flection  Is measured. The pulse ve loc ity  c can 

be calculated, provided that a correction to t Is atade for 

propagation time e t through the front ttearplate which 

protects the p iezoelectric  disc ( Vincentl987]. A t can be 

obtained by measuring the time delay t* for a liqu id  of 

knotm veloc ity  c* and calculating A t from

c* -  2L/ <t* + 4 t )  {eqn .3.221

where L is the geometric path length 

A aKire refined method for obtaining c Is to vary the pulse 

repetition  period <PRP> of pulses entering the sample until 

I t  is equal to the time for traversal of the c e l l .  This is 

the Pulse Echo Overlap <PBO) technique described by 

Breazeale et al.(1981). The velocity  Is found from:

c - 2L/PRP <eqn.3.23)
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FIGURE 3.8 Pulse Cell
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I f  a aliallar waarplata correction is aade, in this case by 

finding the change in PRP introduced by a knotm increase in 

path length, then:

c - 2AL /<PRPj-PRP, ) <egn.3.24>

%<here PRP, and PRPĵ  are the pulse repetition periods 

for 1~L and l>L-»iL respectively.

< i i )  Spectrue Analysis Of A Broadband Pulse.

Measurements of ultrasonic attenuation were made on a

sample by a through-transmission technique »«here the signal

from the receiving transducer was processed by a
dbai-comaterclal spectrum analyser, as described by Langton^l984). 

Using a c e ll identical in geometry to that in Figure 3.5, 

the transmitter was fired  with a voltage pulse (as in <1) 

above) and the resulting received voltage was analysed as a 

function of frequency, the sample attenuation in dB/cm at a 

given freqoncy was obtained from:

«-[201og,„{V ( f )j/V< f )„n/L {eqn.3.25 >

»(here V (f is the component of output voltage at frequency 

f for the sample and V ( f i s  the value of the same 

paraMter using d is t ille d  water as the transmission liqu id . 

This assumed that attenuation due to water was neglig ib le 

compared to that of the sample *«hich appears reasonable 

»«hen, for example, at T>2S*C, f«5M)iz, water >  ̂0.046dB/cm 

and 0(<castor o i l )  %13dB/cm <Masonl9S0k>. This represents 

an error of approximately 0.3% in 0( from eqn.3.25 »«hlch is 

well within experimental error. )1o»«ever,if eqn.3.25 is to be
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generally applicable one must correct lor the f in ite  

attenuation o l water < /dBcm*' ) and replace V( 1 with 

Vin where:

Vin - V< 1 )^/log^^{«J^/20 J <eqn.3.26>

The Broadband Pulse TechnlouM.

< i )  Pulse Bcho Overlap (v e lo c ity  maasurMinn«-» >.

For this work, the equipment used was set out as 

shown schematically in Figure 3.9. A frequency synthesizer 

was used to generate a c.w. signal ol frequency equal to an 

approximate reciprocal transit time lor the c e ll (estimated 

from pulse transit time measurements recorded from an 

oscilloscope trace). A subnultlple o l this frequency 

< selected by a frequency divider ) was then fed to a pulse 

generator and double strobe delay generator. The signal to 

the pulse generator triggered i t  to f ir e  a 150V, 100ns spike 

to the transducer at a repetition rats set by the 

submultiple frequency ( f/10 was routinely used). The 

response of the transducer to each spike was to ring at its  

resonant frequency for about lour cycles (amplitude and no. 

of cycles depending on attenuatlon;four cycles was typ ica l), 

thus producing a pulse o l duration 4/fr** > e .g . O.S|is for 

5HHz transducers.

An oscilloscope having an intensity modulation 

provision was used to monitor the resulting sequences ol 

decaying amplitude pulses j  caused by successive

reflections, received by the transducer. Signals from the
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FIGURE 3.9 Pulse-Echo Overlap System
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atrobe generator were then used to increase the Intensity oi 

^’*0 ■sctions oi the oscilloscope trace, and as their 

triggering points, duration and interdelay could be varied, 

two pulses in each sequence could be selected lor viewing. 

This function produces an enoreous advantage in that the 

original excitation pulse, being of far greater aaqilltude 

and more conqplex in shape than those ensuing, is 

e lectron ica lly  blanked out; thus the two pulses to bo 

overlapped are easily seen and accurate overlap is more 

readily obtained.This overlap was performed by fine tuning 

of the frequency output of the synthesizer to the required 

PRF. The fact that the actual PRP in the c e ll is only f/10 

presents no major problem because the oscilloscope is 

triggered by the frequency synthesizer thus electron ically 

recreating the required PRF. However, this does mean that an 

approximate knowledge of this PRP (and therefore c in the 

sajqplo) is  required as overlap can be obtained at any 

subaultiple thereof: a rough value can be found from simple 

measurements of transit time for the c e ll (see 

Experimental Procedure 3 (1) ).

The complex nature of the pulse pattern from the 

transducer has consequences for c e ll design. Any pulses from 

the second surface of a re flec to r would be received at a 

*^*ts ^  PRF/n due to the difference between ultrasonic 

velocity  in the sample and re flec to r, thus providing pulses 

for overlap which may be indistinguishable from the others 

and deliver incorrect results i f  used. To overcome this a 

c e l l  was developed with a thin brass re flec tor having 

t>0.3mm (see Figure 3.10).
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PIGURB 3.10

Sample

Water

I t  waa found that any second surface reflection  was small 

coiqpared with the f i r s t  (approx, by a factor of 10) and 

appeared to occur within the decaying portion or ta l l  end 

of the main pulse. This le ft  a less complex set of pulses, 

each with a very clear In it ia l 2-4 cycles for overlap.

Experimental Procedure 3(1).

Using the apparatus sho%«n In Plgure 3.9, the 

transducer was In it ia l ly  excited by the pulse generator only 

with 150V, 100ns pulses at a repetition rate of SIcHz, 

chosen such that l/PRP >> the transit time for the 

c e ll,  allowing one sequence of pulses to decay away before 

the next excitation. The resulting received signal waa 

monitored on an oscilloscope, from which the time deley t 

between successive pulses was measured and hence a rough 

value of PRP l/ t for the occurrence of pulse-echo overlap 

obtained. The output of the frequency ^ th es lzer , set to
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this valus, was then used to trigger transducer excitation 

pulses via the frequency divider. With two pulses selected 

for viewing , fine adjustment of the synthesizer output 

frequency was carried out until the pulses coincided on the 

oscilloscope screen, thus giving PRF, . The transducer was 

then moved upward a known distance ÛL by the stepper motor 

system, >̂ L>2mm was found convenient and routinely used, 

overlap being regained by synthesizer output fine adjustment 

to provide PRFj_.

Accurate and repeatable overlap was obtained by 

eaqploylng the B time base oscilloscope function to expand 

the time axis in the region of the pulses, together with the 

adoption of a simple criterion for overlap as displayed in 

Figure 3.11.

PIGORB 3.11

Pulse 1

overlap criterion : that 1st resolvable cycle on 

each pulse should overlap such that the fa llin g  

edges coincide at y-0.

This criterion  could be easily adhered to, giving rise  to 

reproducible PRFs. Thus with overlap PRFa acquired for two 

sample path lengths i«hose difference AL was accurately
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known, the ultrasonic velocity  In the sanqple was calculated 

using eqn.3.24. Changes In velocity  e .g . due to flow, %«ere 

found by monitoring the PRF and using,

c - 2*L<PRF,-PRFj^), {eqn.3.27»

whore L was measured ultrasonically using d is t ille d  water at 

a fixed temperature to calibrate the c e l l .  As the

freguency synthesizer output could be set to a few parts in 

100,000 changes of a fraction of Im/s ware detectable. 

Measurements on the tost ligu ld  Dow Corning 710 silicone 

flu id  gave c-<1370+/-2 )m/a.

< 11 )Spect-Y“ f‘ Analysis (Attenuation Measur^»»^«; >-

No extra development was required here as: <1)

the tone burst ce lls  were used, <11) transducer excitation 

was provided by the pulse generator employed in a l l

aforementioned pulse measurements and <111> deconvolution of 

received pulse data was performed using a Hewlet 

Packard spectrum analyser.

Bxperlaental Procedure 3<11).

Using the apparatus set out schematically In Figure 

3.12, having measured L using a telescoping gauge and

micrometer, water was placed In the c e ll and the sender 

transducer excited by a 150V, 100ns spike. The signal

obtained at the receiver , after transmission through the 

water, was fed d irectly  to the spectrum analyser. By 

performing Fourier analysis on this pulse, the analyser 

produced a distribution of amplitude as a function of 

frequency and this trace was stored using a memory function. 

The experiment was then repeated with the sanq>le in the c e ll
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and the resulting aaplltudo va. frequency trace divided by 

that obtained for water. A cursor fa c il ity  available on the 

Instrument was used to select the required frequency 

component, whereby a d ig ita l readout of the re la tive  

attenuation was displayed. Using this data and length L , 

the sample attenuation was calculated using eqns. 3.25 and 

3.26. Measurements made on the 710 silicone flu id  gave 

«  -<9.3+/-2)dB/cm.
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3.5 Tachnldue Conoarlaon.

It  is  naceamacy to appralaa tha app licab ility  ot 

eqn.3.6 (defin ing the near f ie ld )  to the la tter two aethoda, 

both using a non-steady-state drive, particu larly with a 

view to assessing the necessity or otharwisa of 

d iffraction  corrections, together with general accuracy and 

repeatability of the techniques. Also, account has to be 

taken of tha d ifferen t ve loc ities  that are measured l.e .  

phase velocity  Cp from continuous wave methods and group 

velocity  c j from pulse transit time measurements. The 

difference between the two is determined by the dispersion 

relationship.

=5 - c^ ♦ fdc^/df. {eqn.3.26>
where f  is the frequency.

However, l i t t l e  reference data exists in the literature for 

highly attenuating liquids or dispersions and as a 

consequence  ̂the most e ffec tiv e  means of appraisal was 

intercomparison between results. Thus data was obtained tor 

a standard sample under constant conditions using each 

technique, to compare them with each other and with 

comparable data from an external source using a far f ie ld  

technique. For the purposes of this lntercoaq>arlson, Dow 

Corning 710 S ilicone Oil at 5MHz, 23®C, was chosen as the 

standard sasqple and collaboration was undertaken with Dr.

Zeqlrl at The National Physical Laboratory, who 

provided the fa r - f le ld  data. A ll measurements were made on 

liqu id  taken from the same bottle . The results are shotm in 

Table 3.1.
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TABLB 3.1

Saqpla: Dow Corning 710 S ilicon « Fluid f>5HHz T»<23+/-0.1 )*C

_____ Method__________________c/— -'___________________

-winter feroaetry 

Tone Burst 

-»Broadband Pulse 

* Far Field

In Table 3.1, uncertainties of data marked •» represent 

standard deviation from the mean for 10 determinations. 

The far f ie ld  result was supplied by Zeqiri<1987> and 

obtained using the National Physical Laboratory transmission 

method in the far fie ld , i .e .  L>> z*-/\ . The uncertainty in 

this data la not purely s ta tis t ica l and incorporates 

uncertainties in experimentally determined guantitiea.

The data in Table 3.1 show a remarkable agreement 

between the various techniques for measurements of 

attenuation and velocity  on Dow Corning 710 silicone o i l  at 

SMHz,23°C, with a spread of approximately 3% in OC and 

approximately 0.5% in c. This would appear to suggest that 

any d iffraction  or re flection  effects in the tone burst and 

broadband pulse techniques, cause errors of less than 3% 

error in o( and 0.5% in c. These figures compare well with 

other, published reproducib ilities. For attenuation one 

has */-3\ in « ( «  3dB/cm at 14MHz (Musa 1958), -»/-5% in 

lOdB/cm at 5MHz (Rahalkar at al.l986> and -»/'-7% in <(« 

lOdB/cm at 4MHz ( Dumas^l983). Velocity errors also appear 

to be of the same order as those found in this work, for 

example, -«■/-0.3% in c S 1500m/s at 2IWz (Rahalkar at 

al.l986> and -*-/-0.3% in c £1300m/s at 1-200MHZ (Kessler at
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a l .1971). Table 3.1 shows that the continuous wave 

Interteroaietry aeasurearants give a phase velocity , which 

was higher than the group velocity of the other methods. 

Although a ll the veloc ity  SMasurements agree within 

experimental error, further investigation of the frequency 

dependence of cp would be necessary, to determine the extent 

of dispersion in the range 1 to 10 Mix. Ho%*ever some 

indication of dc/df in silicone fluids is  given by the data 

in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The tone burst measurements show that 

velocity  decreases with frequency, so we expect dcp/df<0 and 

hence from eqn.3.28 Cf>Cy, in accord with the data in Table 

3.1.

In view of the good agreements, the applicab ility  

of the various techniques to d ifferen t measurement 

conditions needs to be assessed. This may best be done by 

looking at each method in turn.

Although the interferometer is soundly based in 

theory, with the near—fie ld  boundary conditions s tr ic t ly  

applicable, the reproducibility was, marginally, the poorest 

of the three and the fact that the transducer moves during 

the experiment may make i t  unsuitable for monitoring a 

stable ge l or gelation process as any short-range structure 

may be broken down. Further, the transducer-reflector 

parallelism needed to ensure an accurate interferogram, may 

be d iff ic u lt  to obtain in flowing dispersions owing to drag 

on the transducer. Also i t  would be d iff ic u lt  to Introduce a 

moving transducer to a pipe flow system. Comparison with 

similar data obtained from other techniques would provide 

some quantification of the extent of these probleaa, but 

w ill not be dealt with in this work.
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Th* closa agr•ament, for both t( and c, batviean 

the tone burst and the far f ie ld  methods (obtained under 

conditions where very careful d iffraction  corrections are 

essen tia l), together with the ease and speed with which the 

experiment can be conducted, makes the tone burst technique 

very attractive. The simple, r ig id  c e ll geometry also atakes 

It  easy to Introduce flow perpendicular to the plane of the 

transducer faces, and the good reproducibility In makes 

I t  sensitive to changes greater than a few %; this Is 

Important In studying gel-formatlon and flow e ffec ts  . 

However the sen s itiv ity  In c Is not as great as that found 

In PBO, making the la tter more attractive as a veloc ity  

monitor.

The spectrum analysis method for attenuation 

measurement has similar attractions as those for the tone 

burst, but no velocity  data Is obtained and the 

complicated nature of the analyser makes I t  more expensive 

and certainly less portable at present although this 

should be Improved by rapid developments In 

microelectronics. In fact an equivalent apparatus for bone 

analysis, made by Ultrasonic Innovation Ltd., Is already 

available In portable form. These are Important 

considerations when eventual adaptation to an Industrial 

context Is desirable. Hovraver, for the sake of this work It  

provides a quick method whereby attenuation values at a 

number of frequencies ( depending on attenuation leve l and 

transducer bandwidth) can be made simultaneously and this 

Is Its  attractive feature. Velocity measurements from 

broadband pulse, using PBO, gave a very encouraging •^/-0.2% 

reproducibility which approaches that predicted by
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Papadakis<1972> using quantitative error analysis, %«nere a 

transit time resolution oi +/-0.015/tpj^, (equivalent to 

■*■̂“ •̂15% In c for L~2nnn, f “5MHz ) Is quoted. This Indicates 

that I t  would be a useful monitor of small changes In c that 

might occur during gel formation, flow or changes In 

disperse phase concentration. In any of these cases, the 

problem of disturbance caused by movement of the transducer 

could be overcome by monitoring only changes In c 

(l.e .PR F ) with the transducer In a s ta tic  position, and not 

repeatedly measuring the absolute value which requires a 

path length change. This seems sensible as Papadakls 

Indicates that for broadband pulse PBO, the accuracy of 

absolute measurements Is nearer +/-0.1/f,.tj .

In summary. I t  may be said that the general 

experimental reproducibility l.e.<3% in o(and <0.5% in c, is 

quite acceptable in the context of this Investigation with 

the tone burst appearing moat useful as i t  la robust, 

adaptable and fa ir ly  portable. However the theoretically 

sound Interferometer sets a useful benchmark and further, 

the veloc ity  sen s itiv ity  of PBO and ease with t«hlch 

frequency dependent Information can be obtained from 

spectrum analysis are also attractive.

In view of these points, the tone burst system was 

adopted as the routine method for attenuation and velocity 

measurement, with PBO used for small velocity  change 

detection, and Interferometry referred to occasionally for 

comparison.

Further measurements were made on silicone fluids 

and the results are presented in tables 3.2 and 3.3; the 

tone burst method was chosen to assess Its  su itab ility  over
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the the frequency range 1-lOMHz. (Interferometric velocity  

results have been included for conq>arIson>. The figures in 

brackets are from pulse transit time measurements by A ll and 

Langton (1989). The tone burst attenuation data has bean 

fitted , using a least squares routine, to the form 

0("constant f ' '  whore for the 710 flu id  n-1.80+/-0.05 and 

for the 200/350 flu id  n«1.77+/-0.05.

TABLE 3.2

Sample: Dow Corning 710 silicone flu id  T-<20+/-0.2 )*C
Method

Tone Burst

f/MHz ( K + / -3 1 )/ m -' ( C + / -0 .S *  tymm- '

1 6 .3 <5.7-f/-12%> 1386 <1378+/-0 .5% >

2 .25 30

5 125 <125+/-2% ) 1381 (1 3 8 9 + / - !% )

6 170 <170+/-1% )

7 226

8 262

9 332

1380Interferometer 5 

TABLE 3.3

Sample Dow Corning 200/350 Silicone Fluid T-(20+/-0.2 )*C
Method f/MHz

Tone Burst 1013 <1020^-/-0.5%)

1007 <1024+/-!%)

- ( 1027+/-!% )

1016+/-0.5%
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Tho data for the 710 flu id  compares favourably with that 

reported by Dunn and Breyer(1962) who also found attenuation 

to be a function of f ' *  over the range l-lOMHz. This la 

consistent with a decrease In af/f‘  (a  constant for 

classical or Stokes liqu ids ) with Increasing frequency, 

characteristic of associated and highly viscous liquids 

where structural relaxation can occur (ilertzfe ld  and 

L ltov ltz  1965). Dunn and Breyer report that their data, 

obtained at 26®C, f its  a single relaxation process centred 

at approximately 40MHz. The data In table 3.2 also f i t s  a 

single relaxation expression of tho form given by Hertzfeld 

and L ltov ltz  l .e .

0< - A I tOVu)' I <eqn.3.29)r  <oVu>' 

j_< 1+ (toVw*') y
««here A la a constant and ij*»2 it Pf la the relaxation 

pulsatance; using a least squares f it t in g  routine, Z 

<16+/-2)MHz.

In general, Hertzfeld and L itovitz show that structural 

relaxation frequencies are found to be inversely 

proportional to viscosity ( ^ ) and for 710 silicone flu id , 

tho manufacturer's data sheet indicates a drop of 

approximately a factor of two In viscosity from that at 20*C 

to 26 *C. Therefore i t  would be expected that Ot,} '  2. 

In fact from tho above data '  2.5, which is  In 

fa ir  agreement as no estimation of uncertainty la given by 

Dunn and Breyer.

The data for 200/350 silicone flu id  (Table 3.3) also 

Indicates that I t  is not a classical liqu id as attenuation 

is found to be proportional to Using eqn. 3.29,
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the relaxation frequency la found to be Si29*/-4 )HHz. 
I f  Fp ̂  ^  then.

^  710
2 w>o>

P>200/350 r, *<o
From the manufacture's data sheet *^71Q-V 0.65 Pa s and 

^ 200/350'» 0.36 Pa s, qlvlng a ra tio  of 1.8, where that 

given by the experimental F,. values Is 1.75+/-0.53. Again 

there Is good agreement within the experimental 

uncertainties. Further, over the frequency range 1 to 5 MHz 

for both liqu ids, the results compare favourably with those 

found by Ati. < 1989). In attenuation, for the 710

flu id  there Is excellent agreement within the experimental 

ozzoz and for the 200/350 flu id the results agree within 

about 10%. For both liquids, the tone burst and pulse 

measurements of c show good agreement within 1%.

A ll the comparisons so far have been for molecular 

samples. As I t  was Intended to use the technique for 

co llo ida l dispersions, the frequency dependent attenuation 

of a 20% by volume )caollnlte solution was measured and the 

results are given In Table 3.4.

TABLE 3.4

Sample: 20% by volume aqueous kaolln lte solution 

T-*< 22+/-0.2)*C

f/MHz ( K- ■t-/-3%)/dB cm'

1 1.4

3.5 6.9

4 8.1

5 11.6

7 18.2

8.25 21.6

10 28.2
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A least squares f i t  of the data to the fo r» gives

n»1.3-*-/-0.02. Again there is excellent agreenent with data 

in the literature as Hampton( 1967 ) found an f 

relationship for dlpersed kaolin lte in a voluee

concentration range 12 to 30% and frequency range 0.1 to 

IMHz. He also reported an f*^frequency dependence for 

attenuation in undispersed kaollnite solutions. Hence the 

s ligh tly  lower value of n-1.3+/-0.02 found in this work 

could be explained by incomplete dispersion of the kaolin, 

although an optimum deflocculation preparation was used, 

described in Chapter 4.

Prom the evidence of the data in Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 

3.4, i t  may be concluded that the tone burst method is 

suitable for measurements in the frequency range 1 to lOMHz.

3.6 The Plow Cell.

Having adopted the tone burst technique for routine 

measurements, with PBO employed for velocity change

detection, a suitable flow c e ll and pumping system was 

developed as shown in Plgure 3.13. The flow bore between the 

transducers was a thin s lo t <1cm wide, 7.Scm long with ~ 3im 

transducer separation) chosen to increase the shear rata, 

compared with that in the supply pipe, for a given flow 

rate. A long s lo t was selected in preference to a 

restriction  purely between the transducer faces, to reduce 

turbulence effects caused by sudden pipe diameter changes. 

Por non-turbulent s lo t flow i t  is then possible to derive an 

expression for average shear rate in a slot o f height a 

and width b assuming ( i )  a veloc ity  p ro file  V( x > <where 

dimension a is in the x-dlrectlon>, <i l  ) a pressure drop
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AP along the length of the s lo t , ( i l l )  a flu id  viscosity f

and <i v ) that b>>a (hence only consider dV(x)/dx).

Equating the pressure and viscous drag forces glves- 

bS 2bx - 2bL 1 dV( X )/dx

Writing shear rate dV(x )/dx f  and assuming that each 

element of volume contributes eqpially then,

* a.

i  - J ia x / J a x  ~ l/a y i  3Q/2ba ̂  )x dx

<eqn.3.30>^  t  - 3Q/4ba*,

where Q Is the volume flow rate.

Equation 3.30 was therefore used to calculate the shear 

rates quoted In the results section (Chapter 5.

The other essential features of the c e ll are (1 ) that 

flow, at a constant rate, can be Introduced perpendicular to 

the ultrasound propagation direction, ( 11> a thermocouple 

Is placed at the entrance to ensure that sample temperature 

Is not sign ifican tly increased by viscous dissipation, ( i l l )  

the transducers are placed coaxially, being suitable for 

tone burst transmission and PBO, where the second transducer 

Is employed as a re flec to r. The flow was Induced by a 

variable speed p eris ta ltic  pump, operating with 8mm Internal 

bore silicone rubber tube. The variable speed allowed 

adjustsMint to avoid significant warming e ffects , 

detection of c r it ic a l flow rates for inducing of and c 

changes, and maintenance of so lid  particles In suspension. 

Flow rates for a given pump speed were found by measuring 

the time ta)cen for 100ml to be pumped out of the c e ll.
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4. MATBRIALS AHD THBIR CHARACTBRI8ATI0M.

4,1 Mater 1ala.

The Modal Colloidal Systein.

In order to naaess the app licab ility  of the modified 

Urick theory (see section 2 .2 ), a model collo ida l system was 

desirable . The essential features required were < i )  a larqe 

density mismatch between solid  and suspending phase, giving 

suspended phase concentration sen s itiv ity  In velocity  and 

viscous attenuation, <1 1 ) sphericity of suspended phase with 

w e ll-  characterised s ize  distribution, having mean radius 

a < A as assumed In the Urlck theory, ( i l l )  s ta b ility  of the 

dispersion for the duration of a measurement and ( I v )  ready 

a va ila b ility  and Inexpensive as re la tive ly  large volumes 

were required, e .g . 200ml for the flow c e ll.  A system of 

lead-glass spheres In g lycero l, or polypropylene glycol 

2025, at around 20 C was found to match the above c r ite r ia . 

The relevant physical properties are given in Table 4.1. The 

*^*nsity data was obtained by weighing a known volume using 

the density bottle  method. In section A the data marked ♦ 

was taken from the manufacturer's data sheet. For section B 

the v iscosities marked ♦ were measured at the collabarating 

establishment (Alderman 1989) and those marked * %«ere 

using a Haake concentric cup and rotor viscometer 

system. The symbol $ denotes data taken from Kaye and Laby 

(1973 >.
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TABLE 4.1

A. Jencons No.18 Ballotin l load glass scores.

Partlcls  Di^pstar/p»______ Pensltv/lcaM*

60% In the range

40-75 + 2900+y~20

B. Suspending Phases.

Description Viscositv/mPa a Densitv/ko ai*

Polypropylene 17-t-/-0.3 481

Glycol (PPG) 20+/-0.3 415

Mol. Ht.2025 23+/-0.3 342 +

Analytical 20+/-0.1 1330+/-3(

reagent grade 22+/-0.1 1210+/-K

glycerol

Standard grade 20 1495 1

1 0 0 0 + /-1 0  •

1260+/-10

1252+/-10 t

glycerol

From the data in table 4.1, i t  can be seen that a high 

density mismatch was achieved with a so lid  to liquid density 

ra tio  of 2.9 lor PPG and 2.3 for g lycero l. Further, the 

liqu id  v iscosities are high, of the order 500 to 1000 mPa s, 

as suitable for producing a system stable to sedlowntation 

with the size distribution of glass available, e.g. assuming 

isolated spheres ( ' ‘1% volume concentration) using Stokes* 

equation for the drag force on a sphere fa llin g  in a viscous
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liqu id, equilibrium veloc ity , v - 1 2«*q< ^ )/ '9^ ] , gives 

lor particles of a t 30pm, v~2pm/a lor glycerol at 20*C and 

v~8pm/s lor PPG at 20 ®C. Hence In a 2cm depth c o ll,  

approximately 10% settlin g  would occur In the time taken to 

travel 2mm l .e .  17mins for glycerol and Smlns lor PPG. 

Although higher s tab ility  is desirable, this appears 

acceptable as once apparatus and sample are prepared, tone 

burst data collection  takes under a minute to perform. 

Further, in experiments where settling was found to bo a 

problem (section 6.1) the flow c e ll,  described In section 

3.6, was employed to maintain even dispersion ol the solid  

phase.

The choice o l Jencons no.18 Ballotln l lor the 

disperse phase was made as the sphericity appeared good, see 

Figure 4.1, and they were readily available by the kilogram. 

In a radius range an order o l magnitude down on the 

ultrasonic wavelength i .e .  say f-5MHr, c~1500m/s then 

A~300pm; from Table 4.1 a~20-40pm. Further, they were 

non-aggregating 11 stored In dry conditions, and hence lent 

themselves to sieving, sizing and free ly  dispersing In 

collo idal preparation.

Finally , In addition to providing a model collo id , 

the glass and liquids were suitable to model more complex 

systems, lik e  non-spherleal barite (barium sulphate) 

particles In a bentonite gel (d r il l in g  mud). This was 

possible by using glass In bentonite ge l, as a probe ol 

suspending phase r ig id ity  e ffec ts , and then studying barite 

in the liquids to determine the Importance ol 

non-sphericity.
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FIGURE 4.1 Ballotln l Saoqpla: Hagnltlcatlon X80

• o i

NOR SPHERICAL PARTICLES

Within the scope of th is thesis, investigation of 

conmerclally available co llo ida l systems containing 

non-spherlcal particles was carried out using ultrasound as 

a probe. These were a deflocculated agueous suspension of 

kaolinitL, a p la te le t-lik e  clay used in high quality paper 

coating, and barite suspended in an aqueous bentonite ge l, 

used as an o i l  f ie ld  d r ill in g  flu id. These materials are 

described in more detail below.

The Clays

Both kaolin ite and bentonite are naturally occurlng 

mineral clays, made up from two-dimensional arrays of 

silicon-oxygen tetrahedra (the s il ic a  sheet) and 

two-dimensional arrays of alumlnium-oxygen-hydroxyl
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octahadra (the aluailna sheet), in a layered structure.

are foroMd by the sharing o i oxygen atoaa 

between these sheets and may occur between one s ilic a  and 

one alumina sheet, giving a two-layer clay e.g. kaolln lte, 

or between one alumina and two s il ic a  sheets (one either 

s ide ), producing a three-layer clay e .g . bentonite. The 

distance bet%#een corresponding planes In one c rys ta llite  to 

the next Is called the basal spacing, being 7.2A and 9.6A 

ior crysta lline kaolln lte and bentonite respectively. The 

cohesive force between layers Is primarily e lectrosta tic, 

augmented by van der Haals attraction, so cleavage para llel 

to the layers Is re la tive ly  easy, creating flakes. Kaolin 

forms p la te le t- llk e  particles with la tera l dimension '  ipm 

and having thickness ~ 0.1pm with bentonite p latelets being 

thinner, having length ~ Ipm and thickness ~10A to lOnm, 

depending on the degree of face to face ( P-F) and edge to 

edge ( B-B) aggregation. Thus the la tter has an aspect ra tio  

about a thousand times that of the former, both considered 

as unaggregated p late lets .

In both kaolln lte and to a greater extent bentonite, 

some replacement of the trlva len t A1 by divalent atoms, 

often Mg, occurs in the octahedral layer, a process called 

Isomorphous substitution. This results In an excess negative 

charge which Is compensated by the adsorption of a face 

layer of cations. Also, at the c rys ta llite  edges, the s il ic a  

and alumina sheets are disrupted and primary bonds are 

broken. When the clays are dispersed in deionised water, the 

compensating face cations have a tendency to diffuse away 

from the surface, since their concentration Is neglig ib le In
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the bulk solution. However, they are also attracted 

®l*<^trostatlcally to the charged faces and therefore form a 

^Ittuse e lec tr ica l double layer on the exterior layer 

surfaces of the clay particles. The edge double layer is  pH 

-determined with the edge being net positive In acid and 

neutral solutions (A1 acting as the potential-determining 

ions), and net negative in alkaline solutions (hydroxyl 

acting as the potential-determining Ions). In the presence 

of water, the compensating cations on the layer surfaces may 

be easily exchanged for other cations available In solution 

or the positive edge of another c ry s ta llite . The la tter 

process of e lectrosta tic  edge to face attraction, along with 

attraction. Is called flocculation and the former Is 

lik e ly  to predominate because of the surface charge 

considerations. As the clay concentration Is Increased, flo e  

s ize  grows until a linked, card—house lik e  structure Is 

formed producing a ge l. Although this re la tive ly  sinqplc 

description 1s adequate for the purposes of this work, more 

deta il 1s given by van Olphen (1963) and M ltchelK1976), I t  

should be noted that experimental evidence reported by Avery 

and Ramsay (1985), for measurements on a synthetic swelling 

clay called laponlte, suggests that gelation Is also due to 

e lectrosta tic  repulsion of like-charged faces.

There are two fundamental differences between 

kaolln ite and bentonite which make the la tte r  form a gal at 

much lower volume concentrations. F irs tly , as detailed 

ea r lie r , bentonite has a much larger aspect ra tio . Making 

the assumption that the clays are regular f la t  plates with 

kaolin dimensions 1pm * 1pm * 0.1pm and bentonite 1pm * 1pm 
* Inm, the the volume of clay required to occupy Ipm  ̂ of
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dispersion in edge to lace association is roughly,

kaolin 3*<1*1*0.1) - 0.3^m*

bentonite 3 *(1*1*0.001 ) -  0.003pm*.

So, the required volume of bentonite is  ~ 100 times less

than that ol kaolin and may be even leas as flakes down to 

lo l  thick can occur. Further, bentonite unlike kaolln ite is 

a member of the montmorillonlte or swelling three layer clay 

group. When montmorillonites are contacted with water, water 

molecules penetrate between the c ry s ta llite  layers, a 

process called in tra-crystalline swelling. This causes an 

in it ia l increase in the basal spacing from 9.6X to 12.5-20& 

and thus Increases the e ffe c tiv e  volume of the clay. I f  the 

dispersed in water, the weak inter—layer bonding la 

broken down and individual swollen particles are produced 

that can begin to flocculate as described above. Both these 

factors then indicate that, ceteris paribus, a lower volume 

of bentonite than kaolln ite is required to form a linked 

network. In fact a measurable shear modulus in 

concentrations as low as ~ 1% wt/wt Na montmorillonite with 

water, have been reported by Goodwin et a l . (1980).

For the purposes of this work, the difference between 

the the clays was exploited to provide gelling and 

non-gelling samples at similar volume concentrations, in 

order to explore the p oss ib ility  of structure detection 

using the ultrasonic parameters 0< and c. Sample preparation 

was undertaken as described overleaf.
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Of C l«v Dlaparslona.

Th« requirad weight of clay, meaaurad to a praclslon 

of around 0.5% using a microbaianca, was gradually added to 

a known voluae of water. This was continuously agitated by a 

rotary s tirre r  to ensure even dispersion. In order to 

produce a stable, deflocculated kaolln lte saaple, a

comaerclal surfactant Dispex N90 was added in the proportion

0.3rag per gran dry weight clay. Diapex is an aqueous 

solution containing a long chain molecule Na polyacrylate 

where the acrylate lonisea to give negatively charged COO 

groups on a carbon backbone. These can attach themselves to 

the positive particle edge and reduce inter-par t id e  

e lectrosta tic  interaction.

The main bentonite type used was an industrial grade 

material (mostly sodium montmorlllonlte>, often employed for 

its  thixotropic and other rheological properties in 

®Pds. A similar material of pharmaceutical grade 

called Bentopharn (supplied by Bromhead and Denison Ltd .) 

was also used. In nixing the muds the presence of air 

bubbles, Introduced by vlgourous s tirr in g  and trapped upon 

caused excessive attenuation in some experimental 

To reduce this problem dispersions were routinely 

*̂ ®"0***ed in a b e ll jar, pumped down to about —Ibar compared 

with atmospheric pressure, for about an hour. The addition 

of glass beads or barite was achieved without adding air 

using a magnetic s tirrer to agitate the prepared mud %*hilst 

the particles were gradually added. In order to produce high 

concentration samples i .e .  v>0.03, samples having v~0.02 

were dewatered by contact with f i l t e r  paper, the fina l
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volume fraction being determined by vrelghlng the wet and 

dried product.

0^1~Baaed Bentonite Suapenalon

Meaauramenta have alao been made on an aa-recelved 

oll-baaed mud, aupplled by the collaborating eatabllahamnt, 

lor comparlaon with rheological data and the water-baaed 

aamplea. The componenta are a clay called Carbogel^In a 

contlnvoui phaae of Hllclean o i l  <mainly hexadecane) both 

P̂ “0*̂ '̂ ced by Mllchem Ltd. • The material denaltlea are 

^ • “ 1700kg/m* and ^■“798kg/m* reapectlvely.

Barite

Barite la a highly fractured mineral, which forma 

granular ahaped particles of average equivalent apherlcal 

diameter about 30pm. The material uaed In the dlaperalona 

was again of Induatrlal grade, employed as a denalfler In 

d r illin g  muds. Its  effectiveness la apparent when one 

compares the density of barite, 4200kg/m* , with that of

bentonite (and kao lln lte ) l.e . 2600kg/'m' .

4.2 SIZING AMD SIEVING METHODS.

In order to calculate theoretical values of excess 

attenuation and veloc ity  (when e ffe c tiv e  medium theory la 

not appropriate) for the collo ids. I t  la necessary to know 

the suspended partic le  radius or mean radius and standard 

deviation. Therefore some assessment of size and degree of 

polydlsperslty must be made. Further I t  is desirable to 

reduce polydisperslty. In order that the dependence of M on 

partic le  radius can be examined. For exaaqple, although the 

ba llo tin l glass spheres are nominally 20-38pm radius, b rie f
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Inspection under a microscope shows that radii as low as " 

15pm and as high as ~ 50pm occur. Using eguation 2.2, lor 

a glass In glycerol dispersion at 20®C with l-5MHz, moving 

from radius 15pm to 50pm changes the dominant attenuation 

mechanism from viscous loss to scattering, l .e .  using data 

from Table 4.1,

at 15pm 4(scat./ 0( v ise . ~ 0.03

at 50pm Kscat./ advise. ~ 3.9 .

I t  Is apparent then that s ize  characterisation and 

sub-dlvlslon o l existing distributions are essential. In 

order that the app licab ility  of equations 2.2 and 2.10 can 

be assessed. The methods used are now described.

Sieving

A nest of Bndecotts bronze mesh sieves was employed, 

with nominal apertures 38,45,53,63,75,90 and 125pm. After 

drying In an oven at 35*C for 30 minutes, to reduce sticking 

that dampness may cause, the particles were poured Into the 

moat coarse grade sieve and allowed to fa l l  through the 

nest, settlin g  at the appropriate mesh. To aid the grading 

process, the sieves were shaken and tapped by hand. Before 

extraction from the sieve, the particles were gently brushed 

■cross the mesh to ensure that smaller particles f e l l  

through to the next grade. In practice, to avoid clogging up 

the sieves i t  was found best to work with 2-3g batches, and 

to clear the meshes by brushing the underside each time. 

This method was used to produce s ize fractions of the glass 

spheres from the polydlsperse supply and a barite sasqple of 

nominal diameter 45-53pm. Once fractionated the particles 

were characterised in terms of their s ize  distribution.
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Stglng
Six* dlatribution data for tha particles was obtained 

using a Leeds and Northrop Nicrotrac particle analyser. This 

machine employed a laser ligh t scattering method, requiring 

a mass of only one tenth the specific  gravity in graav of 

the material, dispersed In d is t ille d  water. Mean dlasMter, 

standard deviation and s ize distribution data were

automatic outputs from this method. The distribution data 

was not continuous with diameter but sp lit into fixed 

diameter ranges; the re la tive  volume of spheres within each 

range was given.

To test the r e lia b il ity  of this method, a

comparison was undertaken with a SBBSCAN Image Analysis 

system, where a monochrome photomicrograph (e .g . Figure 4.1) 

was d ig itised  in terms of image intensity. This work was 

done at the collaborating establishment by Roussel (1988).

No.18 Jencons ba llo tin i was used and the results 

for both the ligh t scattering and image analysis methods are 

out in Figure 4.2. The re la tive  volume values have 

been plotted against the mid—value of the diameter range to 

which they correspond. The data have been f it te d  to an 

equation of the form

y - constant*exp-( ( In d - ln “d)/'2<r )* <eqn.4.1>

where d is  diameter, ln~d is the natural logarithmic BMan of 

the distribution and V la the standard deviation.

From Figure 4.2 i t  can be seen that both sets of data 

display the log-normal type of distribution (eqn 4 .1 ), with 

the ligh t scattering results having a broader form. Using
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the values of HS~a to find a mean radius a , the fit t in g  

results g ive;

Image analysis S «  <30.5+/-0.5)pm O’ «  0.35+/-0.02 

Light scattering a - ( 31.5+/-0.5)pm o '-  0.41V/-0.01 

The agreement lor mean particle radius is very good, within 

the f it t in g  error, and the standard deviations are close 

being equivalent to a distribution half-width at half peak 

height of 15pm for image analysis and 19pm for the ligh t 

scattering.

In view of this favourable comparison the Microtrac 

was used to characterize fractionated glass spheres and two 

barite samples; the results are given In Table 4.2.

Although as previously discussed the barite particles are 

granular in shape, the Microtrac provides an equivalent 

spherical radius which may account for the discrepancy 

between nominal sieve s ize  and mean radius. This w ill be 

discussed further in chapter 6.
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TABLB 4.2

Material

Glass Spheres

ived Radius/um Mean Radlus/um O’r
<19

“ " f -
15.6 0.31

19-22.5 19.9 0.25

22.5-26.5 25.0 0.24

26.5-31.5 28.1 0.24

31.5-37.5 31.3 0.27

37.5-45.0 40.4 0.29

45.0-62.5 44.3 0.33

Barite 22.5-26.5 

As received

-t̂ log nornal f it t in g  results for data supplied as typical for 

barite.
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S. BXPBRIMKHTAL RESULTS; GIm s  SphTM.

S .l Attenuation.

In order to establish an upper disperse phase volume 

< V) above which the spheres ceased to act 

individually, attenuation measurements at 5MH* »rare made for 

Jencons No.18 Ballotin l suspended in glycero l. The results 

ate displayed in F ig .5.1. The linear relation between OC and 

V Indicates that lot glass volume concentrations up to 3%, 

the spheres are non-interacting and there is  neglig ib le 

multiple scattering. Thus a ll  further attenuation 

measurements lor glass suspended in glycerol or 

polypropyleneglycol (PPG) were restricted to samples in this 

concentration range.

Figure 5.2 shot« the excess attenuation measured for 

the addition of 1% by volume glass spheres to standard grade 

glycero l, as a function of mean sphere radius (as given in 

Table 4.2 ). For the maximum and minimum sizes used,

“ 1.9, Ba,^ “ 5.3, ” 24 and “9, indicating

that the Uric)c expression lor attenuation, valid  for B a » l ,  

should be applicable. Curves 1, 2 and 3 refer to 

egns. 2.2, 2.3 and 2.10 respectively which have been plotted 

out using the material property values given in Tables 4.1 

and 4.2. Thus the inclusion of a polydlsperslty factor in 

eqn.2.10 Improves the agreement between theory and data over 

that achieved by the Orlck expression or that from Allegra 

and Hawley in the long wavelength lim it. In order to get a 

best f i t  to the data, the measured physical properties have 

been fixed and the standard deviation a allowed to vary. The
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FIGURE 5.1 Attenuation vs. Glass Volume Concentration

Jencons No.18 Ballotini inGlycerol fsSMHz T^20*C

KEY +, data best fit



Sieved ballotini in Q5% glycerol aqueous soln.

v = 0.0124 f=5M H zT=20 lC

Ba range 1.9 to 5.3 A/a range 9 to 24

KEY: 1,2.3 from eqns. 2.2,2.3.2.10

data

t r



result a “ ( 0.21-f/'-0.04 > shows good agreenent with values 

obtained froa the Mlcrotrac particle s izer (see Table 4 .2 ). 

In Figure 5.3 excess attenuation at 5MHz Is plotted as a 

function of mean radius for glass spheres <1% by volume) In 

PPG where Ba«^*8.8, B a^  -3.2, -17 and (A / ^ ^ -6 .2 .

The plotted curve Is from egn.2.10 using the value O’ -0.21 

as found ea rlie r . Agreement with the data breaks down around 

a-30pa where <i/a~9. This Is not suprising considering that 

the theory treats the spheres as simple Rayleigh scatterers 

where a<<A and Allegra and Hawley (1972) comnent that this 

is lim ited In practice to a < A /IQ, in Figure 5.4 the 

frequency has been reduced to 2.25mz making Ba«i«-6, B ^  

-2.1, ( ‘̂ /'a)*«Ak “ 39 and -14; I t  can be seen that

egn.2.10 gives excellent agreement with the data whan the 

Rayleigh lim it Is not exceeded.

Microscopic Rheology Measurements.

Having established the app licab ility  of eqn.2.10 I t  

1s possible, that by measuring attenuation as a function of 

disperse phase volume fraction, that the continuous phase 

v iscosity  can be derived when the densities and disperse 

phase s ize  distribution are )cnown. An axaBq>la Is shown In 

Figure 5.5 for as-recelved Ballotin l In PPG at 2.25W(z. For 

these particles Microtrac measurements give a-31.5fim, d 

-0.4. The gradient gives d^/dv - ( 1220-f/-23 )m~'giving a 

derived viscosity of ( 450-f/-20)mPa ^ which compares well 

with that d irectly  measured by vlscometry i .e .  415mPa s at 

20*C. A number of other materials have been measured in the 

same aumner and the results are given In Table 5.1. A ll the 

data was obtained at 2.25MHz except that marked * which was
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FIGURE 5.3 Excess Attenuation vs. Mean Radius 

ballotini in PPG2025 v t O.OI

T x20 ‘C f = 5MHz

Ba range 3.2 to 8.8 A/a range 6.2 to 17 

k e y  +, data eqn. 2.10



MEAN RAOIUS/^m

FIGURE 5.4 Excess Attenuation vs. Mean Radius 

ballotini in PPG 2025 v = 0.01 

T=20*C f« 2.25MHz

Ba range 2.1 to 6 \ a  range 14 to 39 

k ey  data _  eqn.2.10



FIGURE 5.5 Attenuation vs. Glass Volume Fraction

ballotini Cfi=31.5|jm] in PPG 2025

T=20°C f=2.25MHz

Ba = 4.2 ^fi=21

KEY -f.data
_best fit to data
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naasuxed at 5MHz. For the naan Qlaas sphara rad ii data, tha 

ayabol rafars to lawga analysis rasults, otharwlsa

Mlcrotrac naasuranants ara used. The coluatn narked # 

refers to vlsconetry values which, for tha bentonite 

samples, were measured at SCR using a Carrlmed viscometer. 

The v iscosity value was obtained by measuring shear stress 

as a function of shear rate, with a good f i t  to the data 

being given by the seral-emplrical Casson (1959) model l .e .

i  y  *  t f   ̂ (Bgn.5.1)
where 't  i »  the shear stress, Zj i »  the yield  stress, t  Is 

the shear rate and Is the p lastic v iscosity. I t  Is 

that Is given in Table 5.1.

Prom the table I t  can be seen that good agreement Is 

obtained t>etween v iscosities  derived from ultrasound 

**P«riments and the d irectly  measured values for the 

Heirtonlan llijuids, fa ir  agreement for the Carbogel fluids 

and poor agreement for Bentopharm. In the case of the 

thixotropic d r illin g  muds I t  is not obvious how the 

structured nature of the flu id  w ill a ffec t the

ultrasonlcally measured v iscosity. In practice the only data 

available for comparison Is that for plastic v iscosity l .e .  

the v iscosity of the material measured above y ie ld  stress. 

However the ultrasonic technique Is non-destructive and the 

■■»terial remains In the ge l state during measureawnt. This 

Is apparent I f  one considers that for PZT the pt^zo-electrIc 

constant relating applied f ie ld  to mechanical strain (A  1/1) 

Is about 80 to 320*10"''m/V (B litz  1967) so for the maximum 

amplitude used in the tone burst technique, V~15V, Al'Snm. 

This means that the amplitude of the ultrasonic wave is very 

small compared to the unit length making up the structure
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( l . e .  the ~lpm clay partic les ) and so is lik e ly  to be 

non-destructive; therefore the gel w ill retain any 

e la s tic ity  i t  may have. Nevertheless, the ultrasonic 

v iscosities  are not far removed from the p lastic v iscosity 

values. In the case of the oil-based mud where both sets of 

measurements were made on the same saiq>les, the aqrnsmsiir is 

excellent. For the water-based mud, samples were pr^ared 

independently and although the direct agreement is not so 

good. Figure 5.6 shows that both methods detect a rapid rise  

in viscosity as clay volume fraction is increased. The 

rheological data gives a best f i t  when ^ is allowed to vary 

as a function of v *’ , whereas for the ultrasonic values a 

cubic form is better. Although d ifferen t saag>le preparations 

may explain the discrepancy, there is also the poss ib ility  

of e la s tic  a ffects. A measure of the e la s tic ity  is  given by|^ 

from the Casson f i t  and this data is given in Table 5.2.

TABLB 5.2

Clay Suspension 

Bentopharm

Carbogel

V ^ P a

0.008 0.000

0.015 0.007

0.023 0.25

0.031 1.60

0.025 0.1

0.030 0.8

0.033 1.4

0.037 1.0

From Table 5.2, i t  would appear that the water-based 

mud has a higher y ie ld  stress for a given clay volume
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BENTONITE VOLUME FRACTION 

FIGURE 5.6 Viscosity vs. Bentonite Volume Fraction 

Bentopharm in water

KEY: 1.rheological data 2.ultrasonic data
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fraction whan ona coaparas ‘̂ •0.2SPa at v~0.023 and ^-1 .8Pa 

at v«0.031 lor Bantophara, with ^  -O.lPa at v-0.025 and 

'^-0.8 at v-0.03 for CarboQel. So, i t  la concaivabla that 

a laa tlc ity  accounts for tha daparture of ultrasonic 

maasureiBonts from tha rhaoaatric data, causing a dacraasa in 

tha a ffactiva  viscosity. Qualitatively this ««ould appear to 

be reasonable, as ona might expect tha existence of soma 

e la s tic ity  to reduce the re la tive  notion of the spheres and 

the mud, thus reducing the energy loss from tha incoming 

beam and giving a smaller attenuation than i f  the same 

viscosity alone were present. One returns to this e ffec t in 

detail in section 5.3 where the theory of attenuation in 

viscoelastic fluids developed in Chapter 2 is applied.

S.3 Velocity.

In order to establish the app licab ility  of the various 

expressions for velocity in Chapter 2, the glass phase 

volume fraction dependence of velocity has been measured for 

a number of samples, as shown in Figures 5.7 to 5.12. 

G lycerol.

For the glycerol samples the smallest sieved fraction 

a*15.8pm was used together with temperature control at 20*C, 

in order to produce stable saaqples i .e .  reduce the settlin g  

rate. The results in Figure 5.7 were obtained at IMHz where 

Ba'O.d and A/'a~115 indicating that tha Urlck expression 

egn.2.6 may be valid  as X  >>a, but tha fact that Ba-»1 

suggests that the skin depth correction factor in e ffe c tiv e  

density (Ament aqn.2.9> may be necessary. Curve 1 represents 

a least squares f i t  to the data using aqn.2.6 with the 

measured density values given earlier and allowing K and K* 

(contiriu<ui >nd disperse phase compressibilities
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raspactivaly > to vary. Tha raault K*-< 5.7+/-0.2 )*10***Pa*' i# 

not good whan coaparad to tha valúa in Kaya and Laby <1973),
•  I M l

K’ -l*10 Pa , but that for K-(2.24+/-0.05 )*10" Pa" is closa 

to tha lltaratura valúa for glycarol l.a . K-2.3*10"'*Pa*'. 

Curva 2 was plottad using tha coraprassibility valúas froa 

Kaya and Laby, showing that tha Urick axprassion doaa not 

follow tha data closaly.

In Figura 5.8 tha aama data is comparad with tha 

pradictions of tha Aaant aqn. 2.9. For curva 1 tha Kaya and 

Laby valúas for comprasaibilitias hava baan usad togathar 

with tha maasurad physical propartias i .a .  ^•12S2kg/a* , 

^ • “2900kg/’m* and ^ >1.33Pa s. In curva 2 v iscosity has boon 

allowod to vary to obtain a bast f i t  to tha data giving ^ - 

< 3.e-̂ -Z-0.1 )Pa s, much highor than oxpactod. Howovor, a

numbor of authors including Binatain <190t>, Batcholor 

<1974) and Dimitrov^<1989> havo found that tho viscosity of 

a disparaion is modifiad by tho disparso phasa and hava 

lorsmd oxprosaions for tho o ffoctlvo  v iscosity. Thoaa 

oxproasions aro;

<a) Blnstoln: l+2.5v+14v*.. . .  )

<b> Batcholor: < l-t-2.5v-f7.6v* )

(c> Dimitrov: Cl-f2.5v/<l-v)l

whoro is  tha continuous phaso viscosity.

Using thoso oxprasalons in tho Amont aquation a good f i t  to 

tha data (as in curve 2 Figure 5.8) was obtained whan in <a > 

-< 1.9-f/-0.1 )Pa s in <b) ^» -< 2.1-f/-0.1 )Pa s and in <c> 

*< 3-f/-0.2 >Pa s. Thus the predicted values for viscosity 

are nearer the measured value <1.33 Pa s> whan some account 

is taken of the presonca of tha disperse phase. However the 

values are s t i l l  larger than expected, with tha Blnstoln and
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FIGURE 5.7 Velocity vs. Glass Volume Fraction 

ballotini (§» 15.8pm] in glycerol

T= 20*0 f-1MHz Ba = 0.8 Va = 115

KEY: 1. eqn.2.6. K’= 5.7x10'*‘ Pa''. K = 2.25.1 O'*Pa'

2. eqn.2.6 K’= 1»io‘*Pa‘', K*2.3KlO*Pa'
-F.data
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FIGURE 5.8 Velocity vs. Glass Volume Fraction 

ballotini (a 3l5.8|jm) in glycerol 

T> 20*C f> 1MHz Ba= 0.8 ^ a «115

KEY; using eqn. 2.9 1. J^>l.33Pa s

2. 3.6Pa s

3.

■F.data
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Batchalor lornulaa, which aqrae within the error, appearing 

the Most useful. The result for the Dinitrov expression is 

disappointing, although i t  should be noted that i t  was found 

by applying special conditions to analysis aimed primarily 

at emulsions. Both the Einstein and Batchelor expressions 

are s tr ic t ly  in fin ite  series but the closed form of 

Batchelor's equation is the most suitable for further 

application. I t  has bean used with I^q set at 1.33Pa s ( as 

found for the glycerol from viscometry) to produce curve 3 

in Figure 5.8. On balance i t  is probably most useful to 

compare curve 2 Figure 5.7 with curve 3 Figure 5.8, as they 

were I>oth obtained using values of the relevant physical 

properties that were measured for the actual samples used. 

Thus i t  would appear that the Ament equation gives the best 

agreement with the data, provided that a suitable correction 

is made to the Ba term by using an e ffec tiv e  viscosity, 

which takes into account the presence of a disperse phase.

To test th is further, awiasurements were also made at 

other frequencies in order to vary the value of Ba and ^/a. 

Figure 5.9 sho%«s the veloc ity  data obtained as a function of 

glass volume fraction at 5MHz where Ba>1.8 and A/’a>24. 

Although a<< X the boundary conditions for the Urick 

equation are not satis fied  because the size of the Ba term 

indicates that viscous interaction effects  are not 

Insignificant; curve 1 shows that the agreement with the 

data is poor. Curve 2 shows the Improved situation when the 

Ament formula is used and in curve 3, where the Batchelor 

and Einstein equations have been used with ~1.33Pa s 

(the two are indistingulslMble) the agreement is excellent. 

The expression for velocity in the Invlscld flu id  case.
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•qn.2.8, produced curve 4 which shot« poor agreement with 

the data. In Figure 5.10 the data was obtained at 2.25MHz so 

Ba**1.2 and ^/'a-52. Again the Ament formula (curve 2> shows 

closer agreeatent than the Urick (curve 1> or inviscid flu id  

(curve 5> expressions. Curves 3 and 4 show the iag>rovement 

made by inclusion of the Batchelor and Binstein formulae 

respectively.

From Figures 5.7 to 5.10 i t  can be seen that when Ba> 1 

the Ament formula (eqn.2.9> provides the best model for the 

veloc ity  data and that an Improvement can be made by the 

introduction of a modified viscosity which Includes disperse 

phase e ffec ts . I t  is interesting to note that Ament's 

equation is limited in app licab ility  to disperse phase 

concentrations such that the viscous skin depth is small 

coaqpared with the in ter-particle  distance. I f  viscous 

coupling occurs over distances commensurate with 

in ter-partic le  separation, then one would expect that any 

one sphere would experience an ambient viscosity which is 

affected by the presence of others; this is what the 

Batchelor and Einstein expressions Introduce. For the three 

frequencies used l .e .  IMHz, 2.2MHz and 5MHz the skin depth 

1/B 1s 20|im, 13pm and 9pm indicating that the lower the 

frequency, the smaller the glass volume fraction range over 

which the Aamnt equation la applicable. Assuming uniformly 

spaced spheres, the above mentioned skin depths dictate that 

volume fraction should be less than 0.12, 0.19 and 0.25 

respectively. From the Figures i t  can be seen that the 

agreeamnt between the Ament expression and the data breaks 

down before these volume fractions are reached, as expected.
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FIGURE 5.9 Velocity vs. Glass Volume Fraction 

ballotini in (&> I5.8|jm] in glycerol 

T= 20*C f -  5MHz Ba* 1.8 Ara= 24 

KEY: 1. eqn.2.6 2. eqn.2.9 3. eqn.2.9.

4. eqn.2.8 4-.data
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6 L > M  VOUUMa PnACTlON

FIGURE 5.10 Velocity vs. Glass Volume Fraction 

ballotini (a - lS.8(im) In glycerol 

T=20*C f-2.25MHz Ba = t.2 A/a = 52

KEY: 1. eqn.2.6 2. eqn.2.9 3. eqn.2.9 and Batchelor

4. eqn.2.9 and ElnstalOi  ̂ 5. eqn.2.8 -F.data
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D tlllln o  Huds.

Haaauraaanta war« awda at 5HHz on tha watar-baaad anid 

Bentopharm (at clay voluaa traction 0.025) and the oll-baaed 

mud Carbogel (a t clay volume fraction 0.037), with the 

reaulta being ahown in Plguraa 5.11 and 5.12 raapactively. 

Having aucceaafully applied tha modified Ament theory to 

aamplea whore tha glaaa waa auaponded in a Newtonian liqu id, 

i t  waa hoped that the theory could bo fit ted  to tha data for 

thixotropic muda to provide an e ffe c tiv e  vlacoaity value. In 

Figure 5.11, curvea 1 and 2 represent the Ament and modified 

Ament forma reapectlvely. A least squares f it t in g  routine 

was used to find the best f i t  whan viscosity waa allowed to 

vary and tha results were for curve 1  ̂ - ( 260-*'/'-15 )oPa s and 

for curve 2 ^,•( 188'«-/-5 )mPa s. Sim ilarly in Figure 5.12 for 

curve 1 ^ » ( 200+/’-10 >mPa a and curve 2 ^^"( 125-*-/’-5 )mPa a. I t  

la evident that for both tha o i l  and water-based muds the 

inclusion of the Batchelor expression for suspension 

v iscosity improves agreement with the data at the higher 

volume fractions v> 0.15.

I t  la interesting to note that from tha earlier 

measurements of d*^dv, the calculated v iscosities  for these 

water and oil-baaed muda wore about 4mPa C and lOaiPa t 

respectively, being close to the p lastic v iscosity values 

(see Table 5 .1 ). In contrast, the measurements on the 

Newtonian liquids from both the ultrasonic parameters agreed 

within the error and so the discrepancy may be a result of 

the e lastic  properties of the muds. One might expect that 

the spheres would be subjected to the e lastic  properties 

because, as detailed earlier, ultrasonic amplitudes are 

small compared with particle s ize  so that the yield  strain
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FIGURE 5.11 Velocity vs. Glass Volume Fraction 

baliotini (a ° 19.9pm) in Bentopharm mud 

T* 22*C f» 5MHz Ba~6 ^/a~30 

KEY: 1. eqn.2.9, ^^=260mPa s

2. eqn.2.9, ^ = 0.188(1» 2.5 v«7.6v*) Pa s
+. data
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CLASS VOLUME FRACTION

FIGURE 5.12 Velocity vs. Glass Volume Fraction

ballotini (A = 19.9pm) in Carbogel mud

T = 22*C f»5MHz Ba~7 -i/a~27

KEY: 1. eqn.2.9, ^-200mPa s

2. eqn.2.9.^*0.125(1*2.5v7.6v‘ ) Pa s 

data
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would not ba raachad. Furthar, Brillouin ligh t scattaring 

rasults próvida a aaasura o í Brownian and ralaxation 

Irequanciaa in matarials, whara tha cantral Raylaigh lina 

givas tha structural ralaxation iraguancy dua to tharaal 

®nd tha Brillouin sh ift gives tha propagation 

frequency of theraal phonons. Munch and Candau <1976> 

investigated polystyrene gels and found Rayleigh line widths 

in the range 20Hz to 20kHz also Badborough and Jackson 

<1976) reported Brillou in sh ifts of about 5GHz in gelatin  

gals. This may suggest that at ultrasonic freguencias of 

about Smz tha e ffec ts  of Brownian notion and structural 

ralaxation are not laportant, leaving tha e la s tic ity  

paranatar to ba explored. This can ba dona theoretica lly 

the Gibson and Toksozi1989> equation 2.5 when viscosity 

is assunad to bo conplex, as detailed in Chapter 2. Under 

the assueptions of a water-based Bentonite aud (v»0.025) 

containing glass spheres (a*20pn> at a voluae fraction of 

0.05, the resulting predictions for ve loc ity  and attenuation 

«r® given in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 respectively. The 

curves narked 1 show the variation of the paraaetora as a 

function of suspension viscosity when no e la s tic ity  is 

included and those narked 2 show the variation with * 2 "  

< i.a . G/U where G is  the shear nodulus> when (the sinple 

v iscos ity ) is  fixed at 20aPas (an approxlnation of the 

rheologically-aaasured value).

I t  can be seen that the attenuation is fa ir ly  f la t as a 

function of • but is  strongly e ffected  by <2** whereas 

for velocity  data the opposite appears to be the case. In 

terns of the viscous skin depth, one night expect the 

introduction of e la s t ic ity  to increase the viscous coupling
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batween the phases as the spheres begin to get locked into 

the structure. For ve loc ity  this would mean that the spheres 

P*>^take more in the ultrasonic wave motion, increasing the 

e ffec tiv e  density and thus decreasing the velocity. In 

•^^•^^•tion increased coupling means less re la tive  motion 

and hence less viscous loss; so the theoretical predictions 

are consistent with expectations of the determining factors,

i .e .  viscous skin depth and e ffec tiv e  density, in the 

phenomenological approach. This may explain the fa ir 

agreement between rheological and attenuation measurements 

and the disagreement with velocity data. In f itt in g  the 

veloc ity  data to the Ament equation i t  is assumed that the 

mud is purely viscous and this gives ^ ~190mPa a . From 

Figure 5.13 this viscosity can be used to predict a value 

^ *“20mPa s as shown. This results in a figure 

of ^'*S15mPa s which occurs in a region where the predicted 

attenuation is almost indistinguishable from that with no 

■^••tlc ity  present. This is consistent with the experimental 

results. Further as an estimate of G <the shear

modulus) at 5MHz can be made i .e .  G-15xlo''x2JT xSxlO* 20.5MPa. 

Measurements of G at O.lHz for a sample of a Bentopharm, at 

a sim ilar so lid  volume fraction as used hero, have been auide 

by Khandal and Tadros (1988). After over 15 hours a steady 

value of 500Pa was found for G. This is not too discouraging 

as the difference in measureawnt frequency is largo, l .o .  

O.lHz vs. 5MHz, and the frequency dependence of G is not^for 

the mud over this range. There is also the added factor of 

time dependence for G and some analysis of this in terms of 

gelation is presented in section 7.2.
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glass spheres Cv: 0.05) in bentonite ntod f^SMHz 

KEY: using eqn.2.S, 1. X'^xis gives

2. X-axis gives J". i2'>20mPa s
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FIGURE 5.14 Excess Attenuation vs. Complex Viscosity

glass spheres (vs 0.05) in bentonite mud. f:2.25MHz 

KEY as figure 5.13
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5 .4  Su— IT V

For tha suspanslons Invaatlgatad I t  would appaar that 

tha assumption of non-intaractlng partlclas is  valid up to 

3% disparsa phasa voluma concantration. In this ranga tha 

Urick expression (egn.2.2) lor viscous attenuation is 

re liab le  whan Ba>l, /\/a>10 and with any necessary 

correction lor disperse phase polydlsperslty (a .g . using 

eqn.2.10>. The Urick expression can then be used to 

calculate v iscosities Irom experimental It measurements lor 

Newtonian liquids and thixotropic muds, which correlate with 

rheologically measured values. For ve loc ity , i t  has been 

shottn that the simple Urick expression <agn.2.6> begins to 

break down when Ba> 1 even i l  ^/a> 10. However the Ament 

theory (eqn.2.9> can be used successfully 11 a modified 

viscosity is assumed, which takes account of the presence of 

a disperse phase e.g. the Batchelor expression 

6̂ This gives a suspending phase viscosity

which agrees with the rheological data lor Newtonian liquids 

but is higher than the plastic viscosity found lor the muds. 

This can be modelled by the introduction of a shear modulus 

( i . e .  viscosity becomes complex) into the propagation 

equation of Gibson and Toksoz (aqn.2.5> indicating that lor 

water-based Bentopharm mud G'O.SMPa. Further, the difference 

can be explained in terms of Increased viscous coupling 

between the phases, which means that the so lid  participates 

more in the flu id  motion, increasing e ffec tiv e  density and 

hence decreasing velocity . For attenuation. Increased 

coupling means less re la tive  motion and hence reduced 

viscous loss, however this e ffec t has bean shown to be not 

as strong a function of G as that on velocity .
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6. KXPBRIMBNTAL RESULTS; B « r l f .

6.1 Attenuation

For suspanslons of barite in both glycerol and PPG, 

0(was found to be a linear function of so lid  volume fraction 

(up to 0.05) provided that the barite was added gradually to 

the liqu id and time was allowed for any air bubbles to rise 

the case of water—based mud, the entrapment of air 

was a problem owing to the f in ite  yie ld  stress of the mud 

and in Figure 6.1 curves 1 and 2 show the results for normal 

and de-gassed muds respectively. So, once the mud has been 

de-gassed a linear regime exists, as found for the Newtonian 

liquids and thus viscosity values could be calculated from

using eqn.2.10; this data is given in Table 6.1 

overleaf. In the table, radii marked + are for the as 

^••oelved sample whereas the others were sieved and measured 

using the Mlcrotrac. A ll data was obtained at 2.2SHHz 

except that marked *, which was at SfWz. The symbol t 

refers to vlscometry values. For the Newtonian liqu ids, the 

agreement between calculated and measured viscosity is  fa ir , 

but not as good as that found with the glass spheres. In the 

case of glycerol the calculated values are lower than 

•xpected. Due to the granular shape and fractured nature of 

the barite, there are two factors which may a ffec t the 

attenuation results <1) s tirr in g  may break up the particles 

producing a radius distribution d ifferen t to that measured 

by the Microtrac and (11) i t  is conceivable that the 

e ffec tive  ultrasonic radius is d ifferen t to that found from 

ligh t scattering, because some liqu id becomes associated 

with the partic le . In fact for the glycerol sample at 22®C
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BARITE CONCENTRATION/*

FIGURE 6.1 Attenuation vs. Barite Concentration 

barite (3s lS.2|jm] in Milgel mud

T=22*C t-5MHz

KEY i.mud not degassed 
2.mud degassed 
■f, data
- j  i€at-fh
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i í  a is Increasad fro « 15.2^» to 19pa tha vlacoaity baco«as 

^1258+/-80 >«Pa s In good agraanant with tha vlscoaatar valúa 

1210mPas. Similarly lor tha sacond sampla 11 a Is

incraasad by 3.8pm to 23.8pm then one obtains

-( 1390+/-110 )mPa s comparad with ( 1330-«-/-30 )«Pa s by 

vlscometry. I t  would appear than that the e lla c tlve  partic le  

radius in tha ultrasound H eld is largar than that found 

from ligh t scattering. The la tte r technique uses the 

d iffra c tiv e  e ffec t of tha particles measured over a ll 

orientations, and thus gives an area average for the radius 

vector a (see Figure 6.2 ).

FIGURE 6.2

In the ultrasound experiment the larger values of a w ill 

be more important as the oscilla tory flow is unlikely to 

follow  the partic le  contours exactly, leaving flu id  

associated with the partic le . Thus the experimental 

observations may be explained by this e ffec t.

For the PPG, the correlation between the calculated 

and measured viscosity is much closer. At 23*C there is 

agreement within the error and for the second sample the 

ultrasonically measured value is within about 10% of that 

from viacometry. Bearing in mind that the viscosity of PPG
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ia about l/3ra that of g lycero l, i t  may be that the former 

can waah more deeply into the surface irregu larities during 

osc illa tory  motion, bringing the e ffec tiv e  radius nearer to 

the ligh t scattering value

Ih the case of the mud, ultrasonically measured 

v iscosities  are much lower than the viscometry values of 

p lastic  viscosity. Again one would not expect the mud to 

flow free ly  into the surface contours and trapped pockets of 

gel might occur associated with the partic les. I f ,  as found 

^•*°*^* ior g lycero l, the radius is increased by 3.8|jm for 

the two samples lis ted  in Table 6.1, the v iscosities rise  

from 3 and 6mPa s to 5 and lOmPa s respectively. This is an 

Improvement although the values are s t i l l  low. However as 

before, when glass was used, i t  Is possible to use eqn.2.5 

with a complex viscosity in order to obtain a shear modulus 

for the mud. This has been done by finding the value of 

needed, when ^ • is fixed at the viscometer value, to give 

attenuation the same as that calculated using the ultrasonic 

v iscosity . Assuming a barite volume fraction of 0.05 and 

using the relevant mean radius from Table 6.1, for the mud 

where as received barite was used and measurement was made 

2.25IWZ, ^ •*~1.6Pa s so G~22MPa ; whan the sieved barite 

was used, at 5MHz, <J**~0.75Pa s so G~23MPa. These figures 

for Milgel are much larger than the O.SHPa found for 

Bentopharm mud when glass spheres were used. However results 

in section 7.2 indicate that G is strongly time dependent 

and measurements made on mature H llgel have been used to 

a value of G'lSMPa, which is  closer to those found

hero.
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6.2 Su«a«rv

It  has baen found that suspansions of granular 

particlaa can ba modalXad in tha Sana way as tha glass 

spharas, whan an aquivalant spharical radius and log-normal 

siza distribution ara assumad. SOf from maaauramants of 

d»</dv i t  is possibla to find an ultrasonic viscosity for 

Nawtonian liqu ids, using eqn.2.10, which is at laast within 

20% of visconatry valuas. Howavar i t  has baan saan that 

this discrapancy may ba dua to a largar affactlva  particla 

radius in tha ultrasonic axparimant conq>arad with that 

maasurad by tha ligh t scattaring mathod.

For tha thixotropic nud, tha fact that d<Vdv is much 

graatar for normal as opposad to da-gassad muds, indicatas 

^h*t tha gal strangth holds air bubblas in suspansion. Using 

da-gassad samplas i t  is possibla to calculata an ultrasonic 

viscosity for tha mud, which is lowar than that found from 

vlscomatry at shaar ratas wall abova ylald strass. This 

cannot ba fu lly  axplainad by tha largar affactlva  radius,but 

i t  can ba Intarpratad in tarns of a la s tic lty  whara a shaar 

modulus G axlsts. Calculations using tha Gibson and Toksb'z 

agn.2.5 with a conplax v iscosity "* Indicata that

at SfWz G~23MPa. This comparas wall with G'lSNPa maaaurad by 

studying tha valocity changas as tha mud gals with tins. Saa 

saction 7.2.
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7.BXPBRIMBMTAL RESULTS; Clay SuapaMlon«- 

7.1 Kaolln lt«.

Figure 7.1 shows velocity  <c) measured for a 

deflocculated aqueous kaolln lte dispersion as a function of 

solid  volume fraction <v); I t  should be noted that the range 

of V  Is no longer lim ited to the Independent particle region 

noted earlier l .e .  0<v<0.03. These measurements were made at 

IMHz, where assuming an e ffec tiv e  radius of 0.5pm (half the 

p late let length) and water viscosity «  ImPa s, then Ba • 0.8 

and A/a~1500. The f it te d  curve can be obtained using both 

the Urlck and Ament formulae (eqns.2.6 and 2.9) when 

^•2600kg/m^ , ^-lOOOkg/m’ and K-4.45x10*** Pa"’ are fixed and 

K' le allowed to vary. For the sake of convenience» the 

data has been normalised to a water veloc ity  value of 

'’ 1500m/s In order that the published compressibility value 

(Kaye and Laby 1973) could be used. From the Urlck

expression the kaolln lte compressibility Is
I

K '“ (3.8+/-0.1 )xl0 Pa" and using Ament's equation K '-

( 10+/-2 )xl0 Pa' For comparison Urlck (1947) found the

ra tio  of compressibilities of kaolln lte to water equal to 

0.016, 0.028 and 0.023 giving an average value K'~10xl(r Pa* . 

Thus I t  would appear again that once Ba approaches 1, 

Ui^lck's equation begins to break down because viscous 

interaction between the continuous and disperse phase cannot 

be Ignored.

In order to explore this further, measurements %«ere also 

made at 5miz where Ba>1.9 and ^/a-300, with the results 

being displayed In Figure 7.2. Having fixed the value of
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FIGURE 7.1 Velocity vs. kaolinite Volume Fraction 

T»22’C 1MHz Ba-O-S A^a-1500 

KEY +, data _  best fit f«fM.



FIGURE 7.2 Velocity vs. Kaolinite Volume Fraction 

T= 22‘’C f = 5MHz Ba~ 1.9 */a~ 300

KEY: 1. eqn.2.6 2. eqn.2.9

l i t



K*«10x10 P* curves 1 and 2 show ths predictions oi eqns.2.6 

and 2.9 respectively. Although the Orlck curve does not give 

an excellent l i t  to the data, i t  Is much closer than that 

found with the Ament formula. This can be explained In terms 

of the eccentricity of the kaolln lte particles using the 

correction factors given by eqns.2.11 and 2.12, due to Ahuja 

and Hendee <1978), In the Ament formula. In Figure 7.3 

curves 1 and 2 are lor edgewise and broadside particle 

orientation respectively, when an aspect ra tio  a/b of 100 1s 

assumed; the radius a has been taken as O.S^m. (The 

value a/b'lOO la used as an example from the work of Ahuja 

and Hendee: for kaolln lte a/b Is nearer 20). The distinction 

^ ^ ’***'' orientations la not very great, as found by

Ahuja and Hendee, but the e ffec t on agreement with the data 

Is remarkable as there Is considerable Improveamnt. This 

about because In the correction equations the factor 

Bb replaces Ba where appropriate and as Bb-Ba/100, viscous 

e ffec ts  on the In ertia l density term are reduced. Hence the 

‘ ®̂*̂ '̂ ®cted Ament formula becomes closer to the Urlck 

®*P^**»fon, where no viscous or in ertia l terms are used, and 

so the good agreement of the la tte r with the data In Figure 

*̂ •2 la not suprising. For comparison purposes curves 3 and 4 

predictions of eqn.2.5 %#hen a«0.4pm and 0.5|im 

respectively; a l l  other material values are unchanged from 

the above analysis. Again there la good agreement with the 

and I t  can be seen that this la sensitive to the 

P^ ftlc le  radius. The significance of the chosen values w ill 

be discussed In relation to Interpretation of attenuation 

Bata In the following paragraph.

The expressions for complex wavenumber due to Hovem,
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KAOLINITS FRACTION

FIGURE 7.3 Velocity vs. Kaolinite Volume Fraction

T=22*C f«5M Hz Ba~1.9 A/a-300

KEY: 1. eqn.2.9 and broadside partióte orientation

2. eqn.2.9 and edgewise particle orientation

3. 4.eqn.2.S with a> 0.4pm ai>d O.Spm respectivaly 

4-,
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■qn.2.4» and Gibson and Tokaoz, aqn.2>5« bava baon darivad 

such bhat tbay should ba appllcabla at disparsa phasa 

concantratlona bayond tha liin lt whaza contributions to 

attenuation are siaply additive. In order to teat this, 

attenuation at 5NHz as a function of volume fraction was 

measured for an aqueous kaolinite dispersion. The results 

are displayed in Fiqure 7.4 whore the curves have been 

computed from Im(k ] in the wavenumber expressions. From 

before we have ^-lOOOkg/m* , ^'•2600kg/m*, K-4.45xl0"'*Pa"' , 

K* 1x10 Pa and ^ “ ImPa s, leaving only radius as a 

variable and the choice of standard or frequency corrected 

forms of the equations. As the clay p la te let length la about 

Ijim a reasonable assumption is a-O.Spm and using this, 

curves 1 and 2 are produced from the standard forma of 

equations 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. Although both Indlcato 

that attenuation does not increase monotonically with v, 

neither provide an adequate description of what is observed 

in practice. However when the frequency corrected form of 

eqn.2.5 la used the situation is much Improved, although 

the curve produced la s t i l l  not a good f i t  to the data. 

®*tter agreement is found i f  radius is  reduced from 0.5|im 

in curve 3 to 0.4pm in curve 4. An explanation for this 

radius may be found in that the correction term does 

not take into account the partic le  eccentricity. In the case 

of the veloc ity  data, i t  was found that this reduced the 

viscous coupling e ffec t when the term Bb was introduced to 

represent the thickness as well as the face of the p la te le t. 

Thus when a simple e ffe c tiv e  radius is  assumed, one would 

expect this to be lower than the face radius, which is 

consistent with the results of Figure 7.4. As a fina l
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FIGURE 7.4 Excess Attenuation vs. Kaolinite Vokime Fraction 

T = 22*C f* 5MHz

KEY: 1. eqn.2.4, 2. eqn.2.5, 3,4. eqn.2.S with frequency correction 

and a^O.Stim and 0 .4 ^  respectively

4' J
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check, eqn.2.5 was used to calculate velocity  values, fro* 

c- b)/Relk], for the kaolln ite dispersion when a-0.4|iB and 

a-0.5pm, shown In curves 3 and 4 respectively In Figure 7.3. 

I t  Is evident that the reduction In radius to 0.4pm also 

improves the agreement between data and theory lor velocity.

7.2 Bentonite.

When contacted with water, bentonite behaves In a vary 

d ifferen t manner to kaolin lte In that i t  Is more lik e ly  to 

gel even at low concentrations (d e ta il in Chapter 4). Thera 

Is some evidence that the gel system does not quickly roach 

a stable condition when dispersed, and the gelation can bo 

followed by the growth of a shear modulus with time. For 

example, Khandal and Tadroa (1988> made measurements of the 

modulus G using a Rank pulse shearomoter and found 

that at constant pH, the higher the dispersion concentration 

the longer the gelation time and the higher the fina l stable 

modulus. For this work, in order to get a measure of G, 

velocity  at SMHz was measured as a function of time for 

three d ifferen t bentonites (which are used in d r illin g  muds) 

at a standard concentration of v~0.025. The results are 

shown in Figure 7.5. A ll samples show similar trends with 

an in it ia l  increase in velocity  over the f ir s t  day followed 

by a s ligh t decrease to a settled  value within about 4 days. 

Using egn.2.6 we may «rrite c* ««hera M is an e ffec tive

bulk BMdulua and is^an  e ffec tiv e  density. Assuming at time 

t “0 there is no e la s tic ity  (G«0) and that when the velocity 

is stable at c there is  a stable e la s tic ity  G , then we 

can write;

and ^ c ¿ -«•♦ ( 4Gw)/3

where M* represents a ffec tive  bulk modulus and therefore
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FIGURE 7.5 Velocity vs. Time 

T= 24"C f«5MHz

KEY; 1. Gelwhite 2.0CMA 3. Mileel
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< aqn.7 .1 )

Using ths results for Hügel in Figure 7.5 ĉ ~lA6'3m/m and 

c *  ~1471m/s and hence G ̂ ~( IS-t-Z'-S )HPa.

This value coepares wall with the result G~23HPa found for 

Milgel in section 6.1^ when a complex viscosity was assumed. 

In their experiments^ Khandal and Tadros used Bentopharmf 

for which in this work a value G'O.SMPa at 5MHz has been 

found (section 5.3 ). Even for acidic, strongly flocculated 

Bentopharm dispersions, Khandal and Tadros obtained shear 

modulus values that were less than half those obtained at 

SCR lor M llgel, l .e .  G'lkPa, again using a pulse 

shearometer. Thus i t  Is possible that the much lower shear 

modulus value calculated for Bentopharm compared with Milgel 

is due to their d iffering gelation properties. Certainly in 

practice i t  was found that the former could be dispersed at 

higher volume concentrations than the la tter before s tirr in g  

became impossible.

Attenuation was also measured as a function of time 

for the three suspensions. Figure 7.6 shows the results. 

Similarly to Figure 7.5, equilibrium values are reached 

within about 4 days. Defining a gelation time f j  as the 

time taken for H to rise by ( 1-1/e) ( af» -  af. ) i t  can be seen 

that T j is about 1.5 to 2 days ( ~2000 to 4000 mins.). For 

ve loc ity , although there is a lack of data in the in it ia l  

region, in a similar manner one can infer a t j  value of 

about 700-800 minutes which is less than half that obtained 

from attenuation. In their work on Bentopharm, Khandal and 

Tadroa found that at pH~7.5 and at a volume fraction close 

to that in the suspensions used here t h e n -900 minutes, 

showing fa ir agreement with the velocity data. This not vary
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FIGURE 7.6 Attenuation vs. Time 

T=24°C f = 5MHz

KEY; 1. Milgel 2. OCMA 3. Gelwhite 
dcJK
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suprising as in tsrns ol sxperImantal accuracy ths valocity 

»••■ureraents Iron ths PBO tschnlqua ars vary ssnaitlva to 

change <o.g. changes <lm/s can be detected) whereas in the 

low attenuation range l .e .  <ldB/ca. ultrasonic attenuation 

measurements are not very accurate.

Nevertheless there appears to be a real atfact on 

attenuation and although c is expected to increase because 

the shear modulus grows, the expectations for attenuation 

are not obvious. Bourlion et a l. (1986) found that for 

the barite-weighted d r illin g  muds they Investigated, C( 

decreased with time reaching a steady value in about 3 to 5 

hours. Again, these changes were re la tive ly  small ~2.5% and 

might be explained by the escape of air associated with the 

i f  the gel strength was not high enough to trap 

bubbles or simply sedimentation of the barite. There is also 

the poss ib ility  that the presence of barium sulphate ( l . e .  

barite ) in itia tes  some chemical reaction not found in the 

unweighted muds. One way to Interpret the data, is due to 

De Gennes (1976) where attenuation in a ge llin g  system is 

given by:

ei -  (2512  /7* { e q n .7 .2 >- (2£f2‘  /i*

where P is a fr ic tion a l coupling coeffic ien t between flu id  

and gel network, B̂ c is the gel fraction, is the density

of the network, t sbd B, are the density viscosity and 

constant of the solvent, v is the disperse phase 

concentration and c and f are ultrasonic velocity  and 

freguency. B<in.7.2 predicts that the attenuation should be 

:^slated to the degree of gelation ( in this case the sguare 

of the gel fraction ) so the data in Figure 7.6 is consistent
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with the formation of a more r ig id  gel matrix from an 

orig in a lly  flu id  dispersion. This is borne out by a v is ib le  

dmcrease in the suspension flu id ity  with time.

Another useful means of comparison is the dependence 

of G on clay volume fraction, generally of the form G K v^ 

where Khandal and Tadros found an index n of about 4-5 in 

the pH range 2.5 to 8.8 for G measured at O.lHz. The saa^iles 

used in this work were mixed in deionised water but the 

addition of the clay makes the dispersion s ligh tly  acidic, 

pH~6.5 to 7, so a reasonable comparison is possible. Values 

of G ^  can be Inferred from c w» using eqn.7.1 so 

measurements of this parameter were made as a function of 

so lid  volume fraction ; results are given in Table 7.1.

TABLE 7.1 Sample: Bentopharm T -2 2 “ c  f-5MHz

V ( c,+/-lJ/ms ( c^+Z-l )/’ms ■' /̂ /kgm*’ Gw/MPa
0.01 1482.1 1483.7 1016 3.6+/-2.2
0.02 1477.9 1480.5 1032 6.0+/-2.3
0.025 1475.9 1479.0 1040 7.1+/-2.3
0.03 1473.9 1476.6 1048 6.3+Z-2.3

0.035 1472.0 1473.2 1056 2.8+Z-2.4
0.04 1470.2 1473.0 1064 6.6+Z-2.3

0.21 1442.8 1475.9 1336 97-f/’-3

0.25 1445.5 1478.6 1400 102+/-4

0.32 1458.5 1493.8 1512 118+/-4

As velocity values for no gelation. i . e . c , , 1

required to calculate G<o , the iUrick eqn.2 .6 (assum:

K-4.5xl0" Pft and K•“ 1x10* Pa' ) has been used to calculal

C0 , as this was found to be accurate for the non-gelling
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kaolinlta dlaparslons; than aqn.5.2 givas . Although tha 

mid-ranga concantratlon valuaa dapart fro « tha ganaral

upward trand, thla nay ba explainad by tha d iff icu lty  of 

sanpla praparation. At thasa concantrationa, i t  is hard to 

tha nud in ordar to mix in tha clay and air pockats can 

easily  form. One might expect them to decrease the gel 

strength as they form discontinuities in tha mud structure. 

Tha higher volume fraction samples were formed from low v 

suspensions which were de-watered by low pressure f ilt ra t io n  

and are thus less lik e ly  to contain a ir . From a linear 

regression for ln(G«o > vs. ln< v ) an index of n-< 1.5-t-/-0.3) 

is obtained. This figure is much lower than that found by 

Khandal and Tadros ( i . e .  n~4—5) and i t  does not compare well 

with predictions made using the fractal theory of co llo ida l 

floes (B a ll 1989) i .e .

G ( a q n . 7. 3 ►

where D la the fracta l dimension. D is  the index relating 

tha nuadier of particles N in a flocculated structure to a 

linear dimension L, I .e .  NrfL^. There are two regimes found 

for aggregation which are the diffusion limited or fast 

case, where flocculation occurs in the order of minutes, and 

reaction lim ited or slow case, where tha process takes 

hours or days. The corresponding fracta l dimensions are 

about 1.86 and 2.1 respectively (Lin et a l. 1989) and thus 

for a stable bentonite ge l, one would expect G eC .

However, further rheological experiments on swelling clay, 

in this case Gelwhlte H, indicate that the index may be 

frequency dependent. Sohm and Tadros (1989) found that for

Galwhlte thi storage modulus nwasured at IHz was

proportional to v where n«3.7, but for the modulus measured
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using the pulse shearoaeter the Index drops to n'3. Although 

the shearoMter aMasureaent frequency Is not specified by 

the authors, the aanufacturer*s manual indicates that i t  is 

approximately 200Hz. Thus there is evidence that n 

decreases with f  and the value of n~1.45 found at 5MHz is 

not unacceptable. Also i t  should be noted that egn.7.3 has 

been derived assuming uniform strains applied to flo e  

clusters. At 5MHz, the ultrasonic wavelength is  around 300pa 

and so i t  is possible that strain gradients occur within the 

length of a flo e .

fin a lly , measurments made using a Carrimed vlacoBMter 

at SCR have shown that for bentonite muds G is  also highly 

sensitive to the presence of certain ionic species in the 

dispersion (Meeten 1989). Prom an in it ia l value for a mud 

made with deionised water, around lOPa, ^ ( and hence G) 

increasedas NaCl or CaCl  ̂ was added until a peak value was 

reached, followed by a fa l l  in with sa lt concentration. 

The approximate values for the peaks were 30Pa at a NaCl 

concentration of 20g/L and 20Pa at a CaCl  ̂concentration of 3 

to 4g/L. I t  is  thought that the d iffer in g  concentrations 

required are due to d ifferen t flocculation mechanisms being 

proaMted by the ions in each case e .g . sodium ions may 

prosK>ta face to face aggregation and calcium ions edge to 

face. Having found that c was sensitive to G, i t  was hoped 

that these changes of a factor roughly 2 or 3 would be 

detected. Figure 7.7 shows the results obtained of 

ultrasonic velocity  at SHHz as a function of sa lt 

concentration for H ilgel mud (bentonite volume fraction 

~0.025>. I t  can bo seen that within the error no peak occurs 

in c for either case. For the addition of NaCl, any change
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FIGURE 7.7 Velocity vs. Salt Concentration

T=22®C f»5MHz

KEY: 1. salt is NaCI 2. salt is CaCI 
•r, «laK
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In G la Basked by the decrease in coapresalbl1Ity  ot the 

liqu id phase; ~4.Sxlo'**Pa~* , --4.2xl0~'* Pa'* where 

the sa lt concentration Is about 70q/£.̂  correspondlnq to 

C-1484IB/S and c--1514m/s respectively (Kaye and Laby 1973). 

In the case of the CaCl^^ any masklnq e ffec t from 

compressibility change Is not so great as concentrations are 

a factor of ten down on the NaCl. However there Is s t i l l  no 

clear velocity maximum and so unfortunately the technique 

cannot be used in this manner to compare flocculation in the 

presence of sodium ions as opposed to calcium ions.

7.3 Summary

For aqueous kaollnlte dispersions i t  has been found 

that as the product Ba-*i, the Ament formula provides batter 

agreement with velocity  data than Urlck's equation. However 

as Ba Increases further, the Ament formula requires 

modification because the factor Bb, representing the 

p la te let thickness which Is about 10 times less than the 

length, becomes Important and this can be done using 

In ertia l and shape correction factors derived by Ahufa and 

Hsndee (1978). Consequently the Urlck equation works 

^^•■■rkably well in this Ba region, even though no 

vlsco-lnertla l correction Is made.

Further, the frequency-corrected Gibson and Toksoz 

eqn.2.5 gives better agreement when a>-0.4|im than when 

a>0.5pm (the expected p late let radius) which Is consistent 

with the findings above In that particle thickness cannot be 

Ignored. There Is therefore a problem In assigning an 

e ffec tiv e  radius to an eccentric particle and when thickness 

b<<a i t  would appear that the e ffec tive  radius Is reduced
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beloM a. Howavar this only aanitrists Ita a lf whan tha Ba tara 

bacoaaa aignlficant and than tha Ahuja and Handea corractlon 

factors are useful.

For predicting attenuation an a function of volume 

concentration when v exceeds around 0.05, both Hovem's 

expression <eqn.2.4) and the Gibson and Toksoz equation 

(eqn.2.5> are disappointing when the low frequency forms are 

used. However the latter is much Improved when the frequency 

correction factor is included and further, better agreement 

is found when a-0.4pm rather than 0.5pm, consistent with 

observations in velocity measurements. Even though there 

is  no provision for particle eccentricity, the theory gives 

a good qualitative model for the high volume fraction 

dispersions and is not a good quantitative f i t  to the data; 

Gibson and Toksiiz also found this to be the case.

The veloc ity  measured for bentonite suspensions has 

been found to be time-dependent, which can be interpreted in 

terms of the growth of a shear modulus G. For M llgel mud the 

steady state G^ ~18MPa at SMHz is compatible with values 

obtained from attenuation measurements when barite was used 

as a suspended phase. Further, a gelation time for M llgel, 

^‘̂ %«-800 minutes, estimated from the veloc ity  growth curve, 

similar to a value found for Bentopharm ^  ~900 minutes 

by Khandal and Tadros (1988) who measured G d irectly . 

Attenuation was also found to Increase with time. This can 

be interpreted, using theory due to Oe Cannes <1976), in 

terms of an increasing gel fraction with time. Small 

changes in attenuation are measured <lass than a few 

percent) and close to experimental reso lvab lllty , so more 

study of the phenomenon is required.
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ÜBing maasuramantB of tha •qullibrium valoclty c^ma a 

function ol v for tha ga lling bantonlta clay« an aatimata of 

tha atabla ahaar modulua G «o can ba calculatad and ita 

dapandance on p a rtid a  voluma fraction obaarvad. 

Maaauramanta mada at 5MHz on Bantopbarai indicata that

wharaaa at O.lHz Khandal and Tadroa (1988) lound an 

indax of about 4-5, and fractal thaory auggaata that i t  

Bhould ba ~4 .i. Purthar axparimantal evidanca <Sohn and 

Tadroa 1989) haS ahovm that for a ga lling clay auapanaion 

tha indax dacraaaaa from 3.7 at IHz to 3 at 200Hz, 

auggaating that a fa l l  to 1.4 at smz may not ba 

unraaaonabla. Alao, tha fractal thaory aaauBaa a uniforn 

Btrain appliad to flo c  cluatara and therafora at high 

fraguanciaa whara wavalangth may ba conunanaurata with or 

amallar than floc  Biza, atrain gradianta would axiat and 

tha thaory may not hold.

F inally, atrong affacta on G which can ba meaaurad 

rhaologically, cauaad by tha praaenca of aodium or calcium 

iona in tha mud auapenaiona, cannot ba datactad by tha 

ultraaonic valocity tachniqua. Thia ia bacauaa tha a ffact of 

tha iona on tha a ffactiva  bulk modulua dominataa ovar tha 

changa in G.
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e.BXPBRIMBNTAL BHS0LT8; F.lowlng.Syatwis.
1 Valoc ltv

A number of the collo ids investigated in this work 

were also studied under conditions of flow using the 

apparatus shown in Figure 3.13. As a control experiment, a 

sample of glass spheres (v-0.05) in glycerol was chosen, as 

no orientation e ffects  should occur. As expected with no 

P *tt ic le  anisotropy, ultrasonic velocity was found to be 

independent of shear rate up to t  ~100s*', limited by the 

viscous nature of glycerol and the onset of detectable 

sample warming.

Similarly a deflocculated kaollnite dispersion, with 

v-0.2, was measured and again the ultrasonic velocity was 

the same under steady state or flow conditions up to t  ~200s' 

At similar shear rates, optical flow orientation effects 

in kaolinlte dispersions were detected (Molloy 1986) so i t  

would appear that the ultrasonic velocity  is fa ir ly

insensitive to partic le  orientation, at least when A » a  as 

is the case here. In fact Ahula and Hendee <1978) modelled 

ultrasonic propagation in suspensions of circular

<*i«*<~“hapod particles in water and they predicted that for 

v-0.1, differences in velocity for edgewise verses broadside 

partic le  orientation to the sound fie ld , were of the order 

0-1* 5MHz. In the experimental case we might expect 

similar changes as although v«0.2, which might double the 

the non-flow orientation would be random and so 

movement would not be between the two extremes of complete 

broadside to complete edgewise orientation. Thus, although 

some flow orientation must take place, the levels of change
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In ve loc ity  cannot be detected by th is technique.

In order to obtain reaulta for bentonite aaida, aaaq>les 

were Introduced to the c e ll and le f t  overnight to 

equ ilibriate. Then the steady state c,* could be measured 

followed by monitoring of c as flow took place. Assuming 

that a l l  structure was destroyed by the flow fie ld , a value 

of G could be calculated from c jL -c * using eqn.7.1; the 

results are given In Table 8.1.

TABLB 8.1 Sample: Mllgel T»(22+/-0.1 ) C f«5MHz V•50s*.1

V < ĉ -f/’- l  )/ms*' < c ,  +/-1 )/ms /^/kgm'* G/MPa

0.01 1483 1483 1016 —

0.02 1481.8 1481.7 1032 0.2+/-0.4

0.03 1478 1477.8 1048 0.5-«-/-0.S

0.04 1488.5 1487.9 1064 1.4-^/-0.6

In the above table, the calculated G values re ly  on the 

change In velocity and not the absolute values. Hence the 

errors quoted for G come from the ve loc ity  change resolution 

found for the PBO technique 1 .e.'-«-/’-O.lm/s and not the 

quoted absolute error for c. The values of G are low when 

compared with those found from time dependent veloc ity  and 

complex viscosity measuraaents (see section 7.2) l .e .  

~20MPa. This Is not due to the re la t iv e ly  low shear rata, a 

lim itation Introduced by the higher volume fraction samples 

which are d iff icu lt  to pump, because no change was found In 

the v>0.01 and 0.02 results when shear rate was raised to 

boos'*. This Indicates that the detectable level of structure 

breakdo«fn has occured as soon as the gel starts to flow; In
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®*̂ *̂** obtain a trua a l l  Individual lloca would hava to 

ba brokan up to raproduca tha In it ia l dlaparalon, a procaaa 

that may requlra avan hlghar ahaar ratas. Purthax, tha 

changas found In valoclty ara at tha rasolutlon lim it o f tha 

PBO apparatus, making tha calculatad G valúas sublact to 

*-®^®tlvaly high uncartaintlas• Howavar tha dacraasa In 

valoclty during flow appaars to ba raal bacausa although tha 

main axparlmantal problem Is temperatura control, flow %*ould 

bo expected to Increase tha sample teng>erature and hence 

Increase tha va loclty , as dc/dT Is positive lor water at

Thus the flow experiments give an Indication that soma 

structure breakdown does occur but that ultrasonic valoclty 

is fa ir ly  insensitiva to I t ,  at least whan tha wavelength 

^^•••'300pm) Is much larger than tha fundamental structure 

laugth ( l . a .  for bentonite *'lpm). Unfortunately, an Increase 

In f to reduce the wavelength w ill also Increase the 

attenuation, roughly as a function of fraguancy sguarad, 

making resolution of pulses more d iff ic u lt .

8.2 Attenuation

Finally, the a ffec t of flow on attenuation was 

examined for the Milgal bentonite mud. Measurements at 

2.25MHz and SMiz over the voI usm fraction range 0.01 to 0.04 

with shear rates up to 300s"' fa iled  to produce any 

detectable change. This Is consistent with tha obaervations 

of Blue and McLeroy <1968 > who found that in suspensions of 

ga lling clay p la te le ts , attenuation was the sasM for the sol 

or gel state. They suggested that the gel was broken down by 

the passage of the acoustic wave, but this is unlikely 

unless very high amplitudes ware used, as mentioned ea rlie r . 

In Figure 5.14 I t  was shorn that at 2.25MHz the attenuation
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o f a Suaponalon of glaaa partlclaa in mud was insonsltlva to 

e la s t ic ity  of the order expected for bentonite. So, In this 

work we would not expect attenuation to be very sensitive to 

flow e ffec ts  when, ceteris paribus, a ll that may occur Is a 

decrease In G. The freçpiencles used by Blue and HcLeroy were 

lower (range 150 to 1500kHz) and so I f  G Is proportional to 

frequency, one would expect the clay suspensions to appear 

predominantly as viscous liquids to the sound wave because G 

Is lower. Unfortunately, the above evidence Is contrary to 

the time-dependent growth observed In attenuation, as 

described In section 7.2, which was Interpreted In terms of 

an Increasing gel fraction. There are problems with this 

data as the changes were monitored at the low attenuation 

resolution lim it ( l . e .  'IdB/cm). Here small changes In an 

In it ia l ly  large output voltage are measured, t«hlch are 

highly sensitive to temperature In stab ility . A further 

Investigation of time-dependent attenuation and flow e ffec ts  

using equipment spec ifica lly  designed for accuracy at around 

IdB/cm would be necessary to resolve this problem.

8.3 Sunanarv

Orientation a ffects on velocity  at 5MHz during flow of 

suspensions of non-spherleal clay p latelets appear to  be 

small, at least when the wavelength >> partic le  dimensions. 

This has been predicted by Ahula and Hendee <1976) who 

computed a change of ~0.1% In c (a t around 5MHz> for a 

complete re-orlentatlon from edgewise to broadside motion In 

the sound fie ld .

For kaollnlte there was no resolvable veloc ity  change, 

even for shear rates of 200s*', but for the ge llin g  M llgel
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mud changes of 0.1 to 0.6m/s were detected, allowing 

estimates of the shear modulus to be made. Assuming a l l  

Ic structure was destroyed by flow, the values found 

i .e .  ~lMPa were much lower than those from time-dependence 

measurements I .e .  ~18MPa, even at shear rates up to 300s''. 

This suggests that some structure may s t i l l  exist in the 

flowing mud.

Finally, attenuation for Milgel at 2.25MHz and 5MHz 

was found to be unaffected by flow consistent with 

observations elsewhere (Blue and McLeroy 1968>. I t  is also 

consistent with data for glass suspensions in gelling clay 

where attenuation was found to be weakly dependent on gel 

e la s t ic ity . However the time-dependent growth observed in 

attenuation suggests that I t  Is sensitive to the state of 

gmlatlon and hence I f  flow breaks up the long range gel 

structure, one might expect a change In attenuation.
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9.COWCLUSIOW.

Thrsa near-flald  tachniquas for Masuring ultrasonic 

attanuation ( M > and longitudinal velocity (c>, naoMly 

continuous wave interferometry, tone burst transmission and 

broadband pulse analysis have been intercompared. For 

measurements on Dow Corning 710 silicone o i l  standard 

deviations of ♦/-3% in Of and +/-0.5% in c were found. 

Excellent agreement for o( and c of this o i l  has been 

obtained with those measured for the same sample by the MPL 

(Zeq lr l 1987) using a fa r-fla ld  method. Also, measurements 

made in the frequency range 1-lOMHz on silicone fluids give 

good agreement with data in the litera tu re e.g. Dunn and 

Breyer <1962). Using the tone burst and PBO tachniquas to 

measure o( and c respectively, results obtained for collo ida l 

dispersions have bean intercompared with relevant theory. In 

general, excellent agreement has been found for suspensions 

where the solid  volume fraction does not exceed 0.05 and for 

higher concentrations some successful correlation has been 

achieved.

Measurement of attanuation as a function of solid  

voluaw fraction for dispersions where particle radius is 

much smaller than the sound wavelength have shown that 

spherical glass particles are non-interacting up to v-0.05. 

This has also been found to be true for granular shaped 

barite particles provided that their surface is wetted by 

the continuous phase and that air is not trapped in 

suspension. Under these conditions, for dispersions where 

v lsco-inertla l losses are expected to dominate over thermal 

losses ( l . e .  when aBy~l and aB^<<l> and scattering of
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Rayleigh type, the attenuation expresalon due to Urlck 

(1940) provides excellent agreement with experimental data 

when aBy>~l, A/a>~10 and I I  disperse phase polydlsperalty Is 

accounted lo r. The la tte r condition has bean sa tis fied  by 

measuring equivalent spherical radius using a ligh t 

scattering technique and assuming a log-normal particle s ize 

distribution. Hence from measurements of attenuation as a 

function of solid  volume fraction, the continuous-phase 

viscosity values can be calculated using Urlck's equation 

and these have )3een found to correlate with rheological 

measurements of v iscosity for Newtonian liquids and 

thixotropic muds. However I t  appears that when barite Is 

used, some of the continuous phase remains associated to the 

partic le , within surface Irregu larities , as I t  moves In the 

sound fie ld . Consequently a larger e ffec tiv e  radius Is found 

compared with ligh t scattering measurements.

Using deflocculated, p la te le t- llk e  particle kaolln lte 

dispersions, volume fractions above 0.05 can be achieved and 

hence attenuation measurements made when particles are not 

acting Independently. The behaviour of •( with v can be 

modelled qualitative ly using the theory of Gibson and ToksSz 

<1989) «then a frequency correction term, which scales with 

the product Ba, Is Introduced Into the viscous drag force. 

However a good quantitative f i t  to the data Is not achieved 

as I t  Is d if f ic u lt  to assign an e ffec tiv e  radius to the 

eccentric partic le .

Measurements of ve loc ity  as a function of solid  

volume fraction for suspensions of glass spheres In 

Newtonian liquids have shown that the simple e ffec tiv e  

medium velocity equation due to Urlck ( 1947 > begins to fa l l
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when Ba>~l, «van i f  The Ament <1953) theory, %<hich

introduces viscous drag e ffects  in the e ffec tive  suspension 

expression, has been found to give good agreement 

with the data over the Ba range investigated, provided that 

the e ffe c t  of non-independent particles at higher volume 

concentrations was accounted for. This was done by assuming 

an e ffe c tiv e  viscosity for the suspension, taking account of 

the disperse phase, using the expression derived by 

Batchelor (1974) i .e .  -  ^, <l+2.5v+7.6v* ) where f »  is 

the continuous phase viscosity. When measurements t«ere made 

using the gelling bentonite clay Bentopharm, best agreement 

between theory and data was obtained when 190mPas, much 

higher than the rheologically measured p lastic viscosity 

>lp ~20mPa3. This discrepency has been accounted for in terms 

of a complex viscosity of the continuous phase < l.e . the 

introduction of a shear modulus ) encountered by the 

partic les. The Gibson and To)csoz (1969) equation has been 

modified to model this and a value for the shear modulus 

i . e .  G'O.SMPa at SMHz has been calculated.

This analysis predicts that for a given dispersion at 

frequencies ~2.25-5K<z, the e ffec t of increasing e la s tic ity  

( i . e .  G) is to decrease o( and increase c. This is consistent 

with the concepts of e ffec tiv e  density and viscous skin 

depth used in this work, as the e la s tic ity  would Increase 

the coupling between the continuous and disperse phase. Thus 

for , Increased viscous coupling means less re la tive  motion 

and leas viscous disipation and for c, increased viscous 

coupling means that the particles partake more in the flu id 

motion so that e ffe c tiv e  density is increased (as 

and so velocity must decrease. The theory also Indicates
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that tha introduction ot a shear e la s tic ity  <G) has a 

stronger e ffe c t  on c than on •( . This is consistent with the 

experimental data, as viscosities calculated from 

attenuation are close to the directly-measured rheological 

values.

For suspensions of kaolln ite, as the product Ba 

approaches 1 (where a is taken as the p late let face radius) 

tha Ament formula again gives batter agreement with the data 

than Urlck's equation. As the v isco-ln tertla l term becomes 

more s ign ifican t, l .e .  as Ba increases, the Ament theory 

requires modification to include the e ffec t of p late let 

thickness. This can be done using shape and in ertia l 

correction factors due to Ahuia and Hendaa (1978) and the 

result is a moderation of tha e ffec t of tha Ba term. Hence 

the Urick expression which contains no v lsco-inertla l term 

provides fa ir  agreement with the data in this case. Further 

evidence of the e ffec t of partic le  eccentricity has been 

found in that velocity  calculated from the Gibson and Toksoz 

(1989) expression gives better agreement with data when 

particle radius is taken as 0.4pm rather than tha face 

radius 0.5pm. This is consistent with a reduction in the 

vlsco-lnartia l e ffe c t, represented by Ba, caused by tha 

particle thickness.

Both the attenuation and velocity for bentonite 

suspensions have been found to increase with time up to a 

steady state value after about 3-4 days. The velocity  data 

has been interpreted in terms of tha growth of a shear 

modulus as gelation takes place, making calculations of G 

possible. For Milgel a steady state G,e~lBMPa at smz was 

found which is compatible with a value derived from
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attanuatlon BMasuraments using barite as the disperse phase 

i .e .  ~23HPa. Also the estiaated gelation tiaM 'tg~700 to 

800 minutes is commensurate with that found for Bentopharm 

by Khandal and Tadros <1988) i .e .  g~900 minutes. This 

attenuation data has been interpreted in terms of an 

increasing gel fraction as the mud structure forms, using a 

theory due to De Gennes <1976). A more precise and in 

depth study of the muds is  reguired to resolve this.

Orientation e ffec ts  on the ultrasonic velocity at 

5MHz for non-spherleal kaolln ite clay suspensions, caused 

by shear flow, have been found to be undetectable, even for 

shear rates '*200s~'. For Milgel bentonite mud small changes 

have been found, <0.1%, when  ̂>> partic le  dimensions, 

consistant with appropriate calculations made by Ahuia and 

Hendee (1978). The flow appears to p artia lly  break down the 

structure, as c is reduced, however the changes are lower 

than those found for time-dependent measurements suggesting 

that some structure remains in the flowing mud.

Attenuation for M ilgel has been found to be unaffected 

by flow even when glass spheres are present. This is 

consistent with observations that attenuation originating 

from the spheres is weakly dependent on ge l e las tic ity .

Finally aMasurements of the steady state velocity c 

can be used to find the modulus (J^of a fu lly -ge lled  mud at 

5MHz as a function of volume fraction of the clay. 

Measureimnts for Bentopharm show that G,̂  {   ̂"  • Mtiere 

n-1.45. This cosg)area «{1th n>3.3-4.4 expected from fractal 

floe theory, and suggests a decreasing index n with 

frequency. This is also found in the results of Sohm and 

Tadros < 1989 > where G was measured d irectly  for Gel«<hlte
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S201K D IR g'>*U* TlIBN 76PBC0-6A0 BLSB 7aPB60‘*660
S30A%'7«iPE60
S40BNDPR0C
SSO
S 60D 6PPR O Casso»b lo
S70DIM c o d e !  1 0 0 » s t r in g  1 0 »v< 6 4 0 >
S 8 0 o sb y te * 'a P P P 4 : cou n t o r  *~a70 
S90RBM e n a b le  RS423 p o r t  
6 0 0 *P X 2 »2
blOKIkM 9600 baud t o c o i v o  
620*PX 7 ,7
630POK X 4-0  TO 2 STEP 2 
640P%«codo%
6S0( OPT X%
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6C0.Thurlby
670\ Hoitet string counter 
CHUr.UA|0:STA rountcr
GSO\ Flush RS423 Input bulfor *PX21,1 
700LDAI21: f.fJX11: LUYiO; JSR oabyto 710

Chock the RS423 input lor "R", i.e. a measuiumant reading /iO.naarch J.SR gctchr 
740CPY#ASC-R-:DNR search 7b0
760\ Hoad in DVM string output 
7/O.OVHstring JSR gotchr
760LDX counter:TyA:GTA string,X:INC .ountor
790CrtPla0D:liNE DVMstring:RTSttUO
bl0\ Routine to get character fro« RS423 port
tt20.gotchr LDA tl45:U1X II:I.DYiO:JSk oabytoiBCS gntcht:HTS
&40NHXT
<iSOBNUPROC
b60
B700EP PROCacqu1r eda t a
b40PKOCfra«Q
b»0X%-U
yOOCALL Thurlby
910V-VAL( Cstr ing ):v( 0 )-V;Y%'‘k*i023*< V-VMIH >920PLOT 69,X%,Y%
930POR A%-2 TO 1279 STEP 2*stepslzc%
940PK0CstopnovQ< stopslz«%,dolayk)
9S0CALL Thurlby
960VVAL< Sstr inq ):v< X%/2 )»■ V: Y4-k«l023«< V-VMJN )
970PLOT 69,X%,Y%
9B0NEXT
990BN0PR0C

1000
i0100EPPKOCntep«ovc( S^,D% )
1020HEM stopper notor novo by stopslzo St 
1030FORI-“1 TO S%
1040A%'?kPE60 
lObOPOR i%-l TO 2 
1060A%->A% BOR faBO 
1070?aPE60-A\
1080NBXT
1090TIMB*-0:RBPBAT UNTIL TIME-D%
IIOONBXT
lllOENOPROC
1120
lliODEPPROCshake
1140 PHOCupdo«^
llbO PROC8top«ovo(bO, 10 )
1160 PKOCupdown
1170 PROCstep«ove<so, 10 )
IIBOENDPROC
1190
1200DEP PROCupdown 
1210A4«A% BOR 620 
1220?6PB60*A%
1230BNOPROC
1240
12SODGPPROCframo
1260MOVB 0,0;DRAW 1279,0:DRAW 1279,1023:DRAW 0,1023:DRAW 0,0 
1270BNDPROC 
1280
1290DBFPR0Creplot 
1300CLS 
1JiOPKOCdata 
1320CLS
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APPENDIX B

Multiple Reflections In The Interferometer C e ll.

Consider a system where a signal of unit Intensity 

Is normally Incident on a re flec tor of thickness t surrounded 

by a liqu id, as shown below.

N.B. Incident ray not drawn

Here,

defined by:

Is the Intensity re flection  coeffic ien t

R - {(Zr-Z^ )/<Zr+Z^)>

where Z, the acoustic Impedance of a material. Is taken as the 

product donsltyC^ )*longitudinal ultrasonic veloclty<*>.

From the above diagram, it  can be seen that the 

total rc ilectcd  Intensity Rtot. w ill be given by the sum:-
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R + R<l-R)*'e'^‘ *̂ + R*<l-R)‘'e'**"+ R (̂ 1-R

hence

Rtot. - R -f (1-R)'/R { <R*e-*‘V < l-R ‘ e '* " )  } e q n .(i)

This analysis assumes the same liqu id laoth sides of the 

re flec to r whereas In the experimental case, the liquid at the 

second Interface Is water and at the f ir s t  a sample for test. 

However this Is not an unreasonable assumption as most liquids 

have acoustic Impedances of similar order which are much lower 

than that of a steel re flec to r, for example

TABLE 1. — Acoustic Impedances Of Various Materials.

Material <Zf0.1 )»10Vk(rfs~*

«Water 1 . 5

«Castor O il 1 . 4

«D rillin g  Fluid 1-2.5

«Steel 40

«values calculated using values of ^  and c at 20^ C from 

kl»gt tu.J L».ty «estimates from experimental measurement of

^and c In this work.

Thus, using eqn.<l>, an estimate of the contribution to 

to ta l reflected  Intensity from multiple reflections can be 

made. Taking as an example a castor o ll/ stee l system at 5MHz 

whore:-
I

R 0.87 ; 2.3m" ; t«2.5cm ; then Rtot. fcO.874

This represents a contribution of approximately 0.5% which 

appears acceptable within the few percent accuracy constraint 

required for 4( and c In this work.
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